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Foreword
By P. D. OAKLEY, B.Sc., F.R.I.C., Worh Manager,

Siemens Electrb Lamps and Supplies' Lhnited, Preston, Lants.

It gives me pleasure to accede to the aathor's request to write
a brief introduction to this monograph by *y friend and colleague,
Dr. Aldington.

During the past twmty-five years I have atatched his growing
master! of nty phase of electric lamp technology. He ztrites
with the authority of one who knows his subject intimately, whether
the aspect be that of lamp deign, physics, chenistry, engi.neering

or practical manufarture. Progress in illuminating engineering
depends a good deal on the improoemmt of lamps. No one has a
h,eener appreciation of the function of the lamp than the auilhor,
ttho for many lears ha: played a signifbant part in British lamp
research and inomtion.

This monograph originally appeared as a ser'ies of fioe sepmate
mthles in the " Siemens Engineering Bulletin " rutmbered. 232 to
236. Follouti,ng the issue of the respectioe Bulletins, lequests were
receioed.from tnany sources for a set of these articles whith could
be retained. for future rcfermce. To meet these requests thh series

h reprinted in the presmt form as a complete monogralth.
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ELECTRIC LAMPS & KINDRED DEVICES
By J. N. ALDINGTON, B.Sc., Ph.D., F.R.l.C., F.lnst.P., F.l.E.S.

Director of Research and Deputy Works Manager, '
Siemens Electric Lamps and Supplies Limited, Preston, Lancs.

PART I

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION AND THE PRODUCTION OF TUNGSTEN WIRE

INTRODUCTION
In the study of a developing art such as that of the

production of artificial light it is always helpful to look
back on the past and to review however bribfly the major
landmarks that indicate the road alone which progress
has been made and development achieved. At the
beginning of thisisurvey it may also be useful to note
the fact that, sp{cially in more recent years, a better
appreciation of tSe most desirable features in a light
source for a particular usage has conditioned and even
at times called for{h invention. It is hoped to make clear
in subsequent artlcles that inventions t.o.rght about in
this way have belen made possible only by continuous
study of the whoie mechanism of light production, and
of the properties df materials such as glass, quartz and the
refractory metals jwhich are used in the fabrication of
electric lamps. I

This Engineerilg Butl"tin commences the first of this
series of articles intended to draw attention to some of
the major advan"l. that have been made in the field of
electric la-ps, atd to indicate rvherever possible the
trends of developrl,rent. The whole review will be divided
into five main sections.

This section is concerned with the way in which the
electric lamp has;evolved and with the broad principles
of light production, rather than with the refined techniques
applied, with such important results, in the development
and manufacture of modern light.sources.

, HISTORICAL
In the remote past man discovered that heat and light

were probably different manifestations of one common
form of energy change, it was significant that in general
they occurred simultaneously. That fire gave out light
as well as heat was a phenomenon no doubt appreciated
and utilised in some primitive way by the early cave
dwellers, but an understanding of the true relationship
between these phenomena has only been achieved within
the last two or, three centuries. Gradually the fact
emerged that the hotter a substance was made the brighter
it became, and thzit simultaneously the colour of the light
more nearly approached the colour of daylight.

Evolving from the earliest known methods for producing
light, as a result of fire and heat, it was natural that the
first serious attempts to produce an electric lamp should
be directed towards making use of the heating effects of
an electric current, both by producing sparks in air and
by heating to incandescence a wire through which the
current passed. However, it was not until a steady source
of electric current became available that the real possi-

bilities of the electric lamp dimly emerged. Soon after
Volta announced his electric pile in 1799, a number of
workers concluded that the source of electricity from the
pile v,as chemical action. This led to the production of

a number of distinct types of so called primary cells in
which dissimilar metals were immersed in an electrolyte"
The main features ofr electro-chemical decomposition
rvere discussed by Davy in a, famous Bakerian lecture in
1806, and in 1808 he demonstrated the electric arc and
discovered electric light. In Davy's notes at the time we
can read the follorving :-"- The. spark, the light of which
was so intense as to resemble that the sun, produced
a discharge through heated air
length of a dazzling splendour .

ignited to whiteness and by
each other, a constant discharge place through the
heated air, in a space at least equal to four inches, pro-
ducing a most brilliant ascending
conical in form in the middle.t'

of light, broad and
powerful nitric
stimulated hirnacid battery announced in 1839 no

to suggest the possibilities of an
lamp in 1840. Credit must,
Rue rvho as early as 1820

using strips of platinum foil, and
vacuum lamp by mounting these
Torricelian vacuum above the
tube.

Records exist of contributions
workers with platinum and iridium

three inches in
charcoal becarne
the points from

electric
, be given to De La
a lamp in which a

lamp but for his
He investigated

a successful
in the so calldd
in a barometer

by many other
and in 7842

platinum wire was mounted in a tube closed with
brass caps. It is interesting to that the first Grove

rvire operating ln alamp consiste'd of a spiral ,of
glass tumbler inverted over water,
to'minimise the effect of draughts

arranged
the -glowing spiral.

Noteworthy too, were the due to Starr who
demonstrated a platinum filament in 1845, and would

useful contributionsno doubt have made a irumber of
to the early development of the
untimely death at the age of 25
quantitatively the effect of different filament lengths by

M. J. Roberts described the results obtained by glowing
a graphite rod in vacuo-a forerunner the carbon filament
lamp which was brought into a form by the
work of Swan in England and in America prac-
ticaliy simultaneously in 1879. It is interesting to record
that the chemist Liebig published in Letters on Chemistry
in 1851 the statement that he considered itlvould eventually
be possible to have " whole cities lighted in the most
brilliant manner by lamps without flame, without fire
and to which air has no access." In 1859, Professor
M. G. Farmer of the U.S. Naval Torpedo Station, Newport,
lit up a room in his house by a number of electric lamps
to the general interest of his neighbours.

By 1868 the quantitative aspects of the heating effect
of elec.tric currents had been worked out, and in a paper
pubrlished in that year we find the following statement :-
" When a strong current passes through thin wires an
intense heat is produced sufficient to bring them to a

white heat and to fuse them Experiments on the
heating effects of the current through wires have proved
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that the heat developed is proportional to the resistance
of the wires and to the squares of the strengths of currents
and that the strength of the.current being the same any
length of wire may be heated to the same redness."

These notable advances i"ere in no small measure
stimulated by Faraday's cardinal discovery of electro-
magnetic. induction in 1831, and the practical appiication
of it in the Pixii Machine of 1.832. Siemens first con-
tribution was in 1856 s.ith the development of the shuttle-
wound or H-type armature, Latel in 1867 he introduced
the first self-excited dynamo-electric machine and en-
deavoured without loss of time to put this new invention
to practical use for the purpose of lighting. At about
the same time Wheatstone and others announced their
ideas for a self-exciting machine. Further constructional
improvements were-made by other notable persons, the
most outstanding being a machine embodying the ring-
wound armature by Gramme in 1870.

In this short account of early developments in electric
lamps no attempt has been made at completeness, indeed
the author has selected for reference a very limited number
of contributions to illustrate the general trend of develop-
ment. It will be appreciated that the final results which
were achieved at any stage arose from the efforts of many,
and while certain of the contributions may not have been
individually so outstanding as some of those mentioned,
nevertheless, they played a not unimportant part in the
achievement of the final end.

The first phase, in which the development of the
electric lamp was dependent upon primary batteries,
passed relatively quickly, and rvith the steady improvement
in dynamo electric machines capable of giving ample
supplies of electrical energy the time was ripe, by the iast
quarter of the nineteenth century, for the major con-
tributions of Srvan and Edison *'ho succeeded in pro-
ducing commercially carbon filament iamps in 1879.
From this date improvements folloq'ed rapidly, and the
first sealed-in lamps in which filaments of carbonised
bamboo rvere mounted in exhausted glass envelopes were
rapidly replaced by squirted cellulose filaments prepared
and carbonised in accordance rvith the Sr.r'an patents.
It is interesting to compare early examples of carbon
filament lamps, some dating back to 1880, with a modern
carbon iamp and to take note of the similarities in all
essential features ; see Fig. 1.

The carbon filament lamp enjoyed an undisputed field
until about the year 1900. By this date the Nernst lamp,
first patented in 1897, l'as produced commercially in
Great Britain, in Germany and in America, although
the British Company soon abandoned their interests.
The essential feature of the Nernst lamp s'as an elec-
trolytic conductor v'hich, because of the negative resistance
temperature coefficient of the Nernst glorver, required
a stabilising resistance to rrrorh in series r.vith it. In vierv
of present-day developments in electric discharge sources,
it is to be regretted that the advent of more efficient metal
filament lamps prevented much continuous development
work on the Nernst glower as this selective radiator has
many of the properties of certain modern electric discharge
lamps. Indeed, in the history of eiectlic lamp develop-
ments many interesting lines of research have been
somewhat imperfectly investigated, due to the introduction
of nerv lamps of considerably higher efficiency, *'hich on
account of their more irnmediate usefulness, rendered
obsolete the earlier forms. Who can say that because of
this effect the rvorld has not lost many promising sources
of artificial light ? It may ivell be that, in times less
strenuous than those which norv prevail, some of these
earlier lines of investigation might be reopened rvith
advantage, especially having in mind modern investigational
and manufacturing techniques by rvhich earlier difficulties
could no doubt be overcome.

ln 1902 W. von Bolton produced tantalum in a pure
form and was thus able to dras' it into r'vire and thereby
demonstrate its value for the filaments of electric lamps.
By the year 1910 manufacture of tantalum lamps had been
established by Messrs. Siemens Brothers in this country,
and lamps were produced of the type shown in Fig. 2. It
rvill t'e noted that metal filament lamps embody radical

depaftures in design from carbon filament lamps, as a
relatively long length of wire has to be accommodated
requiring a number of filament supports giving rise to the
so called cage construction rvhich in the high voltage
iamp illustrated required a relatively complex construc-
tion and much hand craftsmanship. We cannot lut
admire the skill with rvhich difficulties s'ere overcome
and production methods established using techniques
which savoured rather more of the laboratorv than of the
factory. The evolution from these techniques to modern
methods of lamp production, in s'hich machines of a high
degree of complexity ar-e now employed, is a story beyond
the scope of the present series of articles but which is
s'ell rvorth relating. By this time, of course, it had been
appreciated that the higher the temperature at q'hich the
lamp filament could be operated the more efficient *'ould
be the conversion of electrical energy into light. Interest
in the metallurgy of the rarer metals of higher melting and
boiling points was therefore stimulated, and methods for
their purification and preparation were eagerly sought.

A few years before the announcement of the tantalum
lamp a method had been worked out for the production
of osmium filaments using a squirted paste containing
osmium metal powder. The paste was made $'ith a
suitable organic binder rvhich was subsequently removed
by sintering the filament in an atmosphere of wet hydrogen.
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Fig. 2. Siemens Higll Voltage
Tantalum Lamp; cil'ca 1910.

During the sintering process the individual particles of
osmium powdel became s'elded together forming a brittle
but coherent metallic filament. The process is inter-
esting not so much on account of the transitory success
enjoyed by the osmium lamp, but because the process
outlined above for producing thin rvires or filaments rn'as
also the basis for the manufacture of the first tungsten
s'ire by an extrusion process. This process used for many
years in the manufacture of tungsten filarnent lamps was
carried out at one of the Company's Works up to the 1'ear
7976, alter which drarvn tungsten wire produced by the
Coolidge process s'as used.

The importance of attention to detail in the manufacture
of dras'n tungsten v,ire cannot be overemphasized. Even
in the most complex designs of tungsten filament lamps,
which will form the subject of a subsequent article, it is
a basic requirement that the tungsten filament should be
able to operate under the optimum conditions. Such
further developments in tungsten lamps as can be envisaged,
designed to improl-e lamp efficiency, must come in the
main from continued and persistent study of the metallurgy
of tungsten. It is proposed, therefore, to give a brief
description of the processes employed in the tungsten
lvir.e factory at our Preston Works, which may be taken as
typical of the best modern practice.

.J
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Ammonium
paratungstate.

I

(intermediates)

PRODUCTION OF TUNGSTEN WIRE
There are certain features common to all modern

techniques for the production of tungsten wire, whiih are
indicated below:-

Raw Materials-Tungsten ores (scheelite, wolframite,
etc).

Sodium tungstate.

practice for certain types of tungsten wire to omit the
ammonium tungstate siage and to proceed directly to ihe
preparatiolr of tungsten tiioxidb by ignition o{ the tungstic
acid. At ail stages in the purificaticin processes the
manufacturing conditions must be such as will ensure thd
elimination of foreign elements arid a fidal product of a
high degree purity. When this essential. resuit has .been
achieved as shown by analysiS of the tungsten trioxide;.
certain chemical compoundb are added to the oxide for the
purpose of controlling the crystalline structure of the
finished metal.

The influence of these additives'is eiercised at two
principal stages in the.wire and iamp produc.ing processes ;
although they are not without effect at all the stages of
manufacture. The first of these stages. is the sintering'
operation which will be briefly mentioned later, and'the
second occurs when the lamp filament is heat treated
either befote or more generally after its assembly into the
finished lamp. In order to understand the natuie of the
effects which are obtained, it must be. appreciated that in
the sintering operation the individual particles of tungsten
powder, raised to a temperature approaching but below
their melting point, exhibit the phenomena of grain growth
and a well defined but comparatively loose assemblage
of crystal units is produced. The actual closeness of the
crystal packing, as measured by the density of the sintered
bar, may vary according to the original powder grain size
distribution, the current density and time bf sintering,
as well as on the nature and amount of the various chemical
additions.

These additions may be divided into two broad groups
according to the type of control which they are designed
to exercise. To the first group belong the oxides of
thorium, uranium and aluminium whiih act as inhibitors

acid

. 'lfungsten trioxide (chemically pure).
I

Tungsten metal powder (by hydrogen
i reduction).
I

Pressed bars or slugs (hydraulic powder
I press).
I

Sintered slugs (by direct resistance heating
I in hydrogen).
I

Swaging processes (to form long rods).
I

Wire drawing operations.
It will be noted that the early stages in the production

of tungsten filament wire involve chemical processes
designed to produce pure tungsten trioxide. Intermediates
in the purification processes between the starting materials
scheelite or wolframite, and the tungsten trioxide may be
crude sodium tungstate, tungstic acid and pure crystallised
ammonium paratungstate ; although it is now common

Fie. 9. Sint€ring plant
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Fig. 6. Swagi-ng machine

of grain_ growth rvhen present in amounts up to a few per
cent., although usually for lamp filaments less than one
per cent. of the grain growth inhibitor is used. In the
second class of additives we have compounds of the alkaline
metals inch'ding the silicates, which exercise a profound
effect on the structure of the resultant q'ire by-assisting
in the clean up of crystal boundaries and allowing rapid
qrain-.growth in both the sintered bar of tungsten and in
the finished_.tlngsten filament which may-thereby be
caused to exhibit many of the properties of a'single crystal.
ln general, tungsten wires belonging to the firs-t class are
used for lamps designed to have the maximum resistance
to vibration and shock, while the second ciass of wires are
used for coiled-coil filaments and for the filaments of
projector lamps.

Typical .photomicrographs of a Siemens thoriated
filament and a Siemens silicated filament are given in
Figs. 3a and 3b. The fundamental characterisiic of a
thoriated tungsten fiiament is its high resistance to fracture
under mechanical shock ; while that of a silicated wire is
its ability to resist the force of gravity which tends to
cause all coiled filaments to sag continuously and open
pitch during the operational life-of the lamps. A frui-tful
field for research exists directed to the pioduction of a
tungsten filament wire which will combine the most
desirable properties of both ciasses of filament mentioned
above. These properties are:-

(a) Ease of production with a high degree of uniformity.
(6) Good ductiiity to enable the wire to be coiled at

high speeds during the filament producing processes.
(c) High resistance to mechanical shock when in the

finished lamp and fully recrystallised.
(d) High degree of stability and resistance to sag during

the life of the lamp.

No tungsten wire fulfilling this exacting combination
of requirements has yet been found but work is stiil. con-
tinuing to this end. In the meantime two or three different
types of wire are made, and their allocation to different
lamp designs is determined according to the service
required from the finished lamp.

The conversion of the tungsten trioxide with its special
additives into tungsten metal powder is obtained by
heating the powder in an atmosphere of hydrogen. It is
a fortunate fact that not$'ithstanding the high melting
point of tungsten, some 3,555'I(., the reduction of the
oxide takes place at comparatively iow temperatures and
is virtually complete at 1,250'K. Stated in this way, the
process appears simple and straightforward, and in essence
this is true, but the manner in s'hich the reduction is
carried out exercises a profound effect on the nature of
the product. It is usual to carry out the process in a
tube furnace, and to control the rate of the reaction by
attention to the hydrogen flow, to its humidity, and to the
temperature at which the reduction takes place. The
oxide is generally placed in boats of refractory metal, and
the size and shape of these boats and the rveight of oxide
contained therein all exercise an effect on the grain size
distribution of the resultant metal powder. A typical
7-tube reduction furnace fitted rvith automatic temperature
control gear is shown in Fig. 4. At the conclusion of the
reduction process, during which the tungsten trioxide
passes successively through the stages :-

wo3-w2o6-wo2-w
the finished metal powder is a sooty grey coiour in vvhich
the individual powder particles vary in size from about
50 microns down to less than 1 micron.

As the powder is subsequently pressed into square
section bars, some 40 cms. in length and 0.64 sq. cm, in cross
section, and is required to cohere without the use of a
binder, it is apparent that the utmost care must be exer-
cised to so control the whole powder producing process
that the required grain size distribution is obtained.
Subsequent operations include the sintering of the pressed
bar of tungsten into a coherent metal by the passage through
it of an electric current at a density of the order of 4,000
amperes per sq. cffr. Fig. 5 shows a view of a sintering
plant. Each sintering head carries one of the pressed
bars of powder mounted vertically in water cooled contacts.
The lower contact to the bar is immersed in a pool of
mercury which serves as a current lead as well as a-mobile
conductor allowing for the gradual contraction of the

6



bar during the actrial -sinteiihg- --process. Duriirg
operations the water cooled hood completely encloses
the bar and contains an atmosphere of hydrogen to exclude
air and prevent oxidation of the tungsten.

For any given tungsten metal powder the time/current
schedule employed during the process of sintering exercises
a profound effect on the properiies of the finished metal.
In the sintering operation the bar of presSed powder is
gradually raised to incandescence and finally to a tempera-
ture very little below the melting point of the metal.
During the early stages volatile impurities are evolved,
and where these have been added deliberately they assist
in cleaning up the crystal boundaries thus tending to
promote grain growth. Dependent on the particle size
distribution in the original metal powder as well as on thg
additives and the sintering conditions this process of
crystal growth may proceed to such an extent that a very
high density sintered bar is obtained. In this case the
ratio of fully formed crystals to intercrystaliine cavities
is very high. At the other extreme the conditions may
be so irranged that only a short interval of time is allowed
to elapse while the temperature of the metal passes quickly
through the germinative iange. Crystal grain growth
is thereby minimised and a fine grain structure results.
It must be clearly understood that during the sintering
process none of the metal passes through the iiquid phase,
and the phenomena mentioned above are associated
with solid/vapour phase relationships. Some idea of the
profound changes which take place during sintering may
be obtained by studying the table belovv which gives the.
dimensions of a bar of pressed tungsten powder com-
pared with those of the sintered bar:-

Length. Width. Depth. Weight. Density. Appearante.
cms. cms. ems. gms. gms,/cc,
40.5 .8 .8 291 11.23 dark grey.
35.1 .702 .685 287 17'00 silver bright.
The process of sintering produces from the fragile

bar of pressed powder an extremely hard and glass brittle
metallic rod of square section. Fortunately, at a tem-
perature a little less than half the melting point oftungsten
ihe sintered bar is ductile, and can be hammered into long
thin rods and thus suitably prepared for drawing into thin

' wire. During all the stages of working,'whether those
of swaging or the subsequend operations of rough, medium
and fine drawing the tungsten must be at a high tem-
perature. In the earliest stages this iemperature must
be of the order of 1,300'C. to 1;600'C., but as the length
of the bar increases and the crystal units become elongated
with the resuiting development of a fibrous structure
a lower temperature is required, and fof the finest wire
only a dull red heat is necess4ry.

A typical swaging machine is shown in Fi!. 6. Any
given machine is designed to swage over a certain limited
iange of sizes only, for example, the first swager will
reduce the diameter of the sintered bar to 4.75 mms. in
a series of seven steps each some 6f'per cent. less than the
previous one. A somewhat lightei-and smaller machine
is then used to carry the proibss further and so on until
the bar is some 5 metres in length and 1.8 mms. in diameter.
At this stage the thick tungsten wire, while still brittle
in the cold condition, may be safely coiled on drums
abott 2 metres in diameter. Actually it is generally
retained in straight lengths until it has been drawn on a
chain drawing bench for a few dies to remove surface
irregularities resulting from the swaging operation.
While these irregularities are present they may act as
nuclei for crack formation if too gre t a bending strain
is placed on the material. As the material is reduced
in diameter by drawiog . its ductility steadily increases
until at the finer sizes it can be safely wound on a ittandrel
only three to four times its own diameter,

The processes of drawing, first through special dies of
tungsten carbide and later through diamond dies, are too
complex to describe in complete detail in this article,
but some idea of the nature of the problems involved
can be appreciated from the brief description that follows.

A typical tungsten drawing machine for fine wire is
shown in Fig. 7. The tungsten t'ire is paid off from the
back spool (1) and passes over guide pulleys, through a
lubricant jet feeding aquadag, a suspension of.ccilloidal
graphite in water, then through a furnace which bakes
on the lubricant and raises the wire temperature to a red
heat. The wire.enters the die (2), and then passes over a
constant speed drum (3), subsequently being respooled

. .on to a traversing head (4) which is driven with the aid

Fig. 7. Tungsten wire alrawing maohiae.
2. Die 3. Constant speed drum.

.7
,,,, t,'r'i1. Back spool 4. Traversing head
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Fig. 8. Unit of die lapp,ing machines.

of a slipping clutch. Such fine s'ire drawing machines
have to be built ryith the highest precision as at the smaliest
sizes the tungsten wire may be less than 0.015 mm. in
diameter. At all stages the tungsten rvire itself must
be drawn through diei which give the correct reduction
in diameter. The die section must be accurately circular
and the shape of the die path must be controlled r.r'ithin
fine limits.

An important section of a Wjre Department is, therefore,
the Diamond Polishing Section which performs the
delicate operations of shaping the die profile and main-
taining the dies in perfect condition ; Fig. 8 shows a small
unit of die lapping machines. These particular machines
lap out the die path by means of an oscillating tungsten
s'ire, fed s'ith diamond dust, around which the die itself
revolves at high speed. Both the stroke of the wire and
its angular displacement from the die axis may be varied
to enable the desired die profile to be obtained. Major
modifications to the die shape are produced by percussion
needle machines on which the dies rotate at high speeds
about a horizontal axis. Specially ground steel needles
oscillate along the die axis or at a suitable small angle
thereto, and these needles carry diamond dust suspendid
in a suitable oil. The principle employed is similar to
that used fol the initial drilling of the dies. The nature
of the problems involv€d will be appreciated when it is
iealised that for some types of lamp the filament r,vire
is drawn through dies idsi than 0.0i5 mm. in diamefer,
and the shape and iength of the draw path as rvell as
the entry angle must be accurateiy controlled.

While this brief description of the rvire drawing and
ancillary processes has been concerned primarily *'iih in-
dicating some of the stages involved in 

-the production of
tungsten rvires in extremely small sizes. in actual practice the

tungsten wire may be used lor the fiiaments of the largest
projector lamps at a diameter perhaps greater than 1 mm.,
while for the smallest lamps, rvire as fine as 0.012 mm. may
be used. In certain instances r't is even necessary to take
out of the manufacturing process tungsten rod of several
miliimetres in diameter to serve as the supporting members
in lamps requiring a high current. Both tungsten and
molybdenum small diameter rods are used in the pro-
duction of certain types of hermetic seals. In geniral,
the production of molybdenum, rvhich is largely used for
the filament supports of practically all kinds of tungsten
lamps, follou's much the same iines as those outlined in
the case of tungsten, It is also interesting to recall that
in practically every kind of electric discharge lamp there
is a greater amount of tungsten used in the eleitrodes
than lvould be required for the filament of an equivalent
wattage tungsten filament lamp.

The importance of tungsten in the manufacture of
every kind of electric lamp cannot therefore be over-
estimated. No comparable alternative has so far been
suggested, and it is improbable that the element tungsten
will be superseded as the basic filament material for
incandescent eiectric lamps. Certainly no other element
possesses its unique combination of suitable properties.
We can, however, expect gradual improvements in the
behaviour of tungsten filaments considered either indi-
vidually or statisticaily. New studies of the effect of the
surface characteristics of tungsten *'ire as well as of
variations in the crystal structure of the metal s'ill no doubt
lead to greater uniformity and consequently to the possi-
bility of improved lamp performance. An examination of
successive issues of the appropriate British Standard
Specification for electric lamps shows how this process
has been continued since the first specification was
published in Jrrne, 1921.
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PART 2

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS

INCANDESCENT RADIATION AND. LUMINOUS FLUX
Most transformations involving electrical energy are

reasonably efficient. The conversion -of the kinetic energy
of motion into electrical energy and the reverse pheno-
menon are convenient examples, The overall efficiency
of production of radiant energy by making use of the
heating effects of an electric current is also extremely
high. At the order of temperatures, however, at which
most of the known refractory materials can be operated,
it is unfortunately true that only a very small proportion
of the total radiation is visible to man. At temperatures
below about 500'C. the radiation from the heated body
is wholly invisible notwithstanding the fact that the
efficiency of conversion may be virtually 100 per cent.
The emitted energy covers a wide range of frequencies
rvith the position of maximum energy emission lying
towards the lower wavelength end of the gfectral range.
When the temperature is increased the whole spectral
region over which energy is radiated is moved bodily so
reducing the wavelength at which the peak emission occurs.
This process is a progressive one with increase in tem-
perature, and if we denote the wavelength at which the
emissive porver is the greatest by l max then ,\ max T:
K. This equation is known as the Wein Displacement
Law. It has been shown that for a black body or complete
radiator, the constant K:0.288 and it therefore follows
that ,\ max:0.288 cm.

TI
Using this function we can calculate values for a series

of temperatures as shown in the table below :-
Tenm 1.

Absolute Temperature PeakWaoelength Description.
"K (Degrees Keloin). of Radiation.

AU (Angstrom Units).
700 40110 Long wave infra-

red.
1000 28800 Long wave infra-

red.
2000 14400 Infra-red.
3000 9600 Infra-red.
5000 5760 Visible.
5209 5550 Peak visibie.

10000 2880 Ultra-violet.
50000 576 Short ultra-violet.

It will be seen from the above table that, with each
increase iri the temperature of the radiating body, the
wavelength at which the maximum emission of energy
occurs moves progressively from the long wavelength
infra-red region through the visible region into the ultra-
violet, eventually passing into the remote ultra-violet at
temperatures .of the order of 50,000"K.

In order to appreciate the basic factors influencing the
efficiency of an incandescent radiator we must realise,

that of the wide band of frequencies emitted at any tem-
perature by the hot body, only that relatively smdll
proportion of the whole which lies within the wave band
4000-7000AU. promotes in the human.eye the sensation
of light. The whole of the energy from an incandescent
body, whatever its wavelength, ultimately manifests itself
as heat when it is absorbed. Of this energy the small
proportion which produces in the irrr-u., 

"y" 
the sensation

of light is called the luminous flux. The most efficient
light source will, therefore, be one in which the highest
proportion of the total energy is emitted in the visible
region of the electro-magnetic spectrum. The human eye

is the basic instrument by which the value of this flux is
assessed.

.In studying Table 1, it must be. clearly understood that
the column headed Peak Waaelength of Radiation.refers to
the position of maximum energy of a continuum of radia-
tioh extending over a comparatively wide region of the
electro-magnetic spectrum. While the radiation from an
incandescent body at about 700"K. has its peak at 40110 AU,
some radiation is detectable at more than twice this wave-
length. At the lower wavelength end there is a very small
emission ol energy almost within the visible region about
7000 AU. Similarly when the temperature is increased to
5,209'K. and the wavelength of the peak emission coin-
cides with the peak of the eye sensitivity curve, there will
be a very large proportion of the total energy lying outside
the visible region in both the infra-red and ultra-violet
zones. At a temperature of the order of 6,000 to 6,500'K.
the maximum possible percentage. of the radiant energy
from a black body falls within the visible region, pro-'
ducing a theoretical luminous efficiency of 85 lumens per
watt. Further increases in temperature with the resultant
shift of the maximum emission towards still shorter wave-
lengths would result in a reduction in the proportion
of radiant energy lying within the visible region, and hence
in a reduction in the luminous efficiency. The overall
eficiency would, however, still remain of the order of
100 per cent. At temperatures in the neighbourhood of
50,000"K. the peak emission would lie in the remote ultra-
violet region, and only a very smail proportion of the emitted
'radiation would be visibie and would manifest itself as

blue-violet light. It is of course unlikely that such con-
ditions..will ever be realised in practice, especially when
it is remembered that tungsten, the most refractory of all
metals, melts at 3,655' K., but the specuiation is both
interesting and thought provoking.

As already stated, at a temperature of 5,209'K., the
peak emission from a black body radiator coincides with
the maximum eye sensitivity. A study of the eye response
curves of a large number of individuals indicated a clqse

similarity between them, and an average eye sensitivity



".riu"'*u" 
standardised by international agreement in 1924

at the Geneva meeting of the C.I.E. The general form of
this curve is given in Fig. 1, plotted to show the relative
luminosity of radiant energy oyer the region 4000 AU. to
7000 AU. It will be seen that a given amount of energy
will be most effective in producing light at a wavelength
of 5550 AU., and less effective on either side of this maxi-
mum. Below about 4000 AU. little or no visible effect is
produced, although the limiting wavelength varies with
different individuals and with their ages. Emission in the
region below 4000 AU. is called ultra-violet radiation. In
a similar way above a wavelength of about 7000 AU. the
radiation is again invisible although cases have been re-
corded of individuals capable of appreciating some visible
sensation up to about 7600 AU., when the intensity was
sufficiently high. At higher wavelengths than 7000 AU.
the radiation is denoted by the term infra-red, and the
infra-red region extends in the electro-magnetic spectrum
up to the wavelengths used for radio transmission. There-
fore, not only is the human eye selective in its appreciation
of radiation, responding only to a relatively narrow band
of some 3000 AU., but within the visible region its effec-
tiveness varies on either side of a maximum, These facts
enable an assessment to be made of the possibilities of
obtaining any noteworthy improvement in the efficiency
of incandescent lamps. First of all the primary limitation
is due to the way in which the human eye has evolved,
and to the narrow band offrequencies to which it responds.
Secondly, the radiation produced by incandescence covers
such a wide band of frequencies that whatever the tem-
perature only a relatively small proportion of the total
emitted energy will lie within the visible region, therefore,
the maximum luminous efficiency of an incandescent body
must always be only a small fraction of the transformation
efficiency of electrical energy into radiation.

If we study actual values we find that :-
1 watt is equivalent to 621 lumens of yellow light at

5550 AU.
1 watt is equivalent to 220 lumens of white light with a

quality akin to daylight.
1 watt will produce 85 lumens from a non-selective

radiator or black body operating at the optimum
temperature, and above or below this optimum the
efficiency of conversion of energy into luminous flux
will be less.

Any incandescent material which will emit in the visible
region a greater proportion of its total radiation than would
be emitted by a black body at the same temperature is
called a selective radiator, For example, if a radiator
could be produced which was so highly selective as to emit
all its energy at 5550 AU., then it would produce yellow
light at 621 lumens per watt as stated above. Similarly a
table can be drawn up using values obtained from the
average response curve of the human eye to give the
efficiency of a wholly selective radiator emitting all its
energy at specific wavelengths in the visible spectrum.
See Table 2 below :-

Tenr,n 2.
Efficiency of wholly

Waaelength Selectizse Radiator Colour.
. AU. LIW (Lumem per watt.\.

4358 10.9 Blue.
4960 168 Blue-green.
5461 614 Green.
5770 546 Yellow.
6160 267 Orange.
6678 24.2 Red.

The above values of efficiency would only be obtained
if all the energy could be transformed into radiation at
the wavelengths given in the first column. From the above
examples of highly selective and rvholly unobtainable
radiators, we must now turn to more practical considera-
tions. It is a fortunate fact that an incandescent tungsten
filament is a somewhat selective radiator, and is therefore
more favourable than a non-selective body for producing .

luminous flux. At its melting point, 3,655'K., the luminous
efficiency would be about. 53 lumens per watt. This
represents the absolute maximum value for the efficiency
of a tungsten filament lamp with zero life. In practice
the highest normal designed life for special Projector Lamps
is about 30 lumens per. watt associated with a life of about
50 hours. During the war the Lamp Research" Laboratories
at Preston Works produced a tungsten filament lamp
designed to operate.for very short periods at about 35
lumens per watt-one of the highest efficiency incan-
descent lamps ever to be put to practical use.

EFFICIENCY OF TUNGTSEN
FILAMENT LAMPS

Against this general background of fact and exper.ienie
we have to consider rvhether it is possible to improve the
efficiency of existing incandescent lamps, or to .produce
entirely new incandescent lamps at a higher efficiency.
Among the possibilities which exist perhaps the most
important are :-

(1) Modifications to the surface of tungsten filaments
designed to produce a more favourable spectral emis-
sivity, i.e., to give a greater proportion of the emitted
radiation in the visible region.

(2) Improvements in the uniformity of tungsten wire to
enable the average irperating temperature for a given
life to be brought neater to the melting point of
tungsten thus increasing the ratio of luminous to non-
luminous flux.

(3) Reduction in non-effective energy losses in the lamp ;
for example at the electrodes and filament supports as
well as the gas losses in lamps of the gasfilled type.

(4) The discovery of new refractory conductors capable
of operating for long periods at temperatures in excess
of those possible with tungsten.

It is the opinion of the author that none of the above
Iines of investigation can be ignored, although it is certain
that workers in the field of lamp research will attach dif-
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ferent degrees of importance to'the likelihood of achieve-
ment along each of the suggested lines.

In connection with (1) as mentioned in the first article
in this series, it is interesting to recall that the Nernst
glower was a highly effective-selective radiator, although
rts temperature of conversion was limited to about 2,000'K.
by the nature of the oxide mixture of which the slower u,as
cqmposed, The possibility bf preparing filamen"ts covered
with highly selective refrictory coatinls may offer some
prospects for development.

. In connection with (2) an interesting point arises from
the fact -that the blackening of the biuib of a tungsten
filament lamp which occurs g:radually during the life oT the
lgl"p t. due to normal evap-oration of the lungsten. The
life of .the,lamp is ultimatel-y determined by chinges which
occrl in the filament structure and strength due t-o the loss
of this evaporated material. The rate ofivaporation of the
tungsten is of course a function of its temperature. At low
temperatures very little, if any, loss will occur, while at the
melting point the rate of evaporation will be rapid. Between
these two extremes the evaporation phenomienon will be
dependent-in addition to its dependence on temperature-
on the surface condition of the filament. Regarding this
we_have to consider not only the iniiial surface, bearing as
it does markings and characteristics,due to the swaging and
drawing processes which it has undergone, but;lso the
surface features developed during the lile of the lamp due
to the crystal structure of the metal. The attainment of
this structure is influenced by both chemical and physical
effects, and by such effects as the strain introduced lnio the
filarnent in the coiling piocess and by other factors even
less obvious. From such a brief considlration it is apparent
that a fruitful field exists for research directed iowards
ignprovement of the surface uniformity of tungsten fila-
ments, and thereby towards effecting a reduction in the
r:ate of evaporation of tungsten at i given temperature.
Any such reduction would enable tlie filament to be
operated at an increased temperature for a given life, and
consequently increase the proportion of luminous flux to
iotal energy. That each- intrease in temperature will
produce a most useful result will be appreciated from the
fact that the emissive power E, or the iate of energy dis-
slpatron rn ergs per second per square centimetre of
raclratrng surtace ibr a tungsten filament, is given by the
relationship E:KrKTa, where K, is thJ absorptive
power of tungsten compared with that of the black body.
Over the temperature range at which tungsten can be
ope-rated in practical lampl the iuminous flux increases
wrth temperature at an even greater rate than the increase
in the total emitted energy.

GENERAL PRINCIPLE,S. Or' FILAMENT
DESIGN

(_.

In most types of tungsten filament lamp the tungsten
wire is coiled into a compact helix which may itself be
further compacted by being re-coiled or by being bent into
a vaJiety of forms according to the particular task which
the finished lamp has to perform. The coiled formation
serves a two-fold purpose. Firstly, it reduces the effective
surface area from which energy is lost to the surrounding
gas by conduction and convection, and secondly, it produces
a light source of a more concentrated form than that possible
with an uncoiled wire.

Whatever the particular purpose for which the.filament
is intended certain factors must be observed in its design
if it is to be produced in large quantities, and is.required
to give an accurately reproducible performance in the
iamp. These factors inciude the ratio of the wire diameter
to the coiling pitch, and to the diameter of the mandrel
on which the coil is wound. In general the pitch ratio as
it is called should not exceed 1.85 nor be less than 1.2,
when defined as the ratio of the pitch of the coil to the
diameter of the tungsten wire. Similarly the ratio of
mandrel diameter to wire diameter should in general lie
between 4 and 8. Outside these limits difficulties may be
encountered in the production of a satisfactory filament,
the properties of the finished coil may not be the best
possible and may even lead to lamps of inferior quality.
There are, however, exceptions to this general rule. It
will be appreciated that the foregoing limits allow con-
siderable scope for the lamp designer, and much narrower
limits are often imposed by considerations of design and
quality which are outside the aim of this general article.
However, in all cases when once the filament design and
specification have been worked out, all the attendant
variables must be most carefully controlled, since on the
accuracy and reproducibility of the filaments depend the
quality and performance of the batch of lamps for which
they are intended. For example, departures in the dimension
of the pitch of the coil of. a 230 volt 40 watt filament
greater than a few thousandths of a millimetre will neces-
sitate the rejection of the coil.

Tungsten filaments are generally produced by a con-
tinuous coiling process. A mandrel wire of the desired
diameter and type is pulled slowly at an accurately con-
trolled and consiant speed through the hoilow spindle of
a coiling head revolving at several thousand turns per
minute. This head carries a spool of filament wire which
is suitably tensioned and guided by small pulleys on to
the mandrel at the winding point that is fixed with

Fig. 10, Tungsten fila.n]ent coiling machine sho'ffing coiling head, flIament
spool, and a, po'rtion of the rnarrdt'e,I (hs,l,l fuil size).
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percision by a revolving nose-piece carried by the coiling
head from which the mandrel emerges. The essential
features of the coiling operation are therefore :-

(a) Constant mandrel diameter and speed of traverse.
(b) Controlled relationship betrveen the coiling head

speed and the mandrel speed, since on this relationship
depends the coiling pitch.

(.) Maintenance of the coiling machine to very fine
limits, as the dimensions of the filament are very small.

The means by which these conditions are produced and
mainthined on high-speed machines is beyond the scope
of this present article but ftom Fig. 10, rvhich shou's a
coiling head and part of the mandrel, some idea of the
machine features may be obtained,

The voltage of the filament depends, among other things,
upon the length of wire contained in it, and the current
at which the filament will function best at this voltage is
dependent upon the diameter of the wire. Therefore it is
essential for the filamerit and mandrel sizes, the coiling
pitch, and the cut length of the filament to be under precise
control. A typical specification for the filament of a
15 watt lamp designed for 250 volts is given below :-

Wire diameter . . 0.0139 mm.
Mandrel diameter 0.061 mm.
Coiling pitch . 0.020 mm.
Number of turns 3,620
Cut length of filament 72.5 mms.
Filament weight 0.00235 gms.

At the end of the coiling operation the filament exists
as a continuous helix tightly wound on the mandrel rvire,
and inseparable therefrom by physical means. The mandrel
wire may be of soft iron, steel or molybdenum according
to the subsequent operations *'hich the filament must
undergo before the mandrel is removed. These operations
may include straightening processes and heat treatments
both before and after the mandrel has been cut into the
desired lengths to give the requisite number of filament

Fi'g. 11, Valrious tungsten flla.ments.

turns. The final product of all these operations l'ill be a
batch of several thousand filament lengths still tightly
rvound on the mandrel, and it remains to remove this
mandrel and to clean the filament from lubricant and other
contaminating substances. The mandrel is removed by
differential solution in an acid bath s.hich exerts no effect
on the tungsten filament. The filaments are then heated
in alkaline and other liquids follorved by a washing and
drying treatment. A correctly produced single coil filament
will be straight and every turn s'ill be separated from its
neighbour by a space equal to about 30 per cent. of the
wire diameter, the actual value being determined by the
coiling pitch ratio.

The techniques of production outlined above are em-
pioyed for preparing the filaments of general service lamps,
and for other lamps s'hich require comparatively thin
single coils. The filament of the coiled coil lamp is ptoduced
by duplicating this process. A primary coil is first wound
on a very thin mandrel, and this coil while still on the
mandrel is then re-coiled on a gap coiling machine which
winds a given number of turns and then produces a gap
or space. As this operation repeats the secondary mandrel
eventually contains a iarge number of coiled coil filaments
each separated by a space containing a fairly straight
iength of primary coil only. By cutting the secondary
mandrel half way in each space, a series of separate coiled
cojl filaments are produced. When the mandrels are
removed by solution in acid each filament is left with two
straight ends to facilitate mounting on the lamp electrodes.

For filaments of the various complex forms used in the
manufacture of Projector Lamps different types of coiling
machines from those described may be employed. The
coiling operation may also be followed by special heat
treatment, and by bending processes to give the required
grid or other desired form to the filament. Fig. 11 shou's
various tungsten filaments typical of those used in modern
electric iamps.

12
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PRODUCTION OF GENERAL LIGHTING
SERVICE LAMPS

Most types of incandescent electric lamp employ a
tungsten filament which operates in an atmosphere of inert
gas contained in a glass bulb. Generally, the gas filling
consists of argon, nitrogen or a mixture of these gases,
but krypton is used for the gas filling of a relatively small
proportion of special lamps used in portable lighting
equipment in the coal mines.

It will be understood that only gases of low thermal
conductivity are suitable for filling electric lamp bulbs as
inevitably the presence of the gas increases thermal losses
from the filament. There is a marked decrease in the rate
of evaporation of tungsten from the filament, ho*'ever, due
to the presence of the gas, and rvith suitable filament and
lamp design this can result in an overall gain in efficiency
for a given life. It is norv standard practice, theiefore, to'make all high voltage lamps of 40 s.atts and uprvards of the
gasfilled type, while below 40 watts the gain due to gas
filling is problematical, thus 15 and 25 watt General
Service Lamps have the filaments operating in high vacuo.

An essential feature of a gasfilled lamp is the use of a
coiled filament as previously mentioned. The comparative
shortness of the coil compared.with the length of wire used
to produce it, not only reduces thermal losses but also
results in a compact design of filament which requires a
minimum number of filament supports. The supports are
generally made from molybdenum s'ire, and in theil design
a balance must be struck between the need for adequate
strength and for reducing to a minimum heat losses by
conduction through the supports. In this cbnnection it
is interesting to compare normal practice for 60 watt lamps
of the vacuum cage construction, single coil gasfilled
construction, and the coiled coil iamp. In the vacuum
lamp 15 supports are required, the single coil lamp needs
5, rvhile only 3 supports are required for the coiled coil
filament. The filami:nt supports are generally inserted
into a glass rod or stud attached to the foot of the lamp

The various component parts of t\\'o typical designs of'
tungsten filament lamp are shos'n in Fig. 12 to enable the
reader to appreciate the nomenclature used in the electric
lamp industr5t. The illustrations represent in each case a
100 rvatt lamp drawn approximately to scale. The first
is a typical lolv voltage coiled coil general service type,
and the second a class A1 projector lamp. General service
lamps are now manufactured on automatic machines while
projector lamps are still largely assembled by hand. Another
interesting feature rvhich can be seen from Fig. 12 is the
relative bulb size. The glass used for the projector lamp
is of the borosilicate high melting point type, while the
larger general lighting service lamp bulb is of a lime soda-
a relatively soft glasb readily fused and rvorked.

Stages in the process of assembly involve the construction
of the lamp foot, the mounting of the filament on the foot,
its insertion and sealing into the bulb and the subsequent
exhaust and gasfilling processes. The capping cif the lamp
bulb then follows and after testing it is ready for packing
and despatching.

The first assembly machine in a modern lamp manu-
facturing unit is the pinch making machine rvhich produces
the complete lamp foot from its five component parts,
consisting of a glass tube flanged at one end, an exhaust
tube, a length of glass rod and t*'o leading-in u'ires. These
components are fed automatically on to the assembly arms
of the foot machine turret, and are held in correct relation
to each other rvhile a series of gas-air blorv pipe flames
play upon the lower end of the flanged foot tube thereby
fusing to it the rod, the exhaust tube, and the sealing section
of the lead-in wires. As the machine turret revolves each
arm is brought in turn through blow pipe flames of gradually
increasing intensity, and s'hen the fusion process has
proceeded to an adequate extent a pair of pinch jaws press
the melted components together forming the foot pinch.
A jet of air fed down the exhaust tube then blorvs a hole in
the top of the pinch at its junction r.vith the stem thus
providing an outlet for the evacuation and gasfilling of the
sealed-in lamp. The remaining operations on the foot
making machine are processes of gradual cooiing and
annealing to reniove any strain set up in the lamp foot,
particularly at the pinch, thus ensuring the ability of the

fbot to pass through the iubseqrlent sealing and exhaust
operations without cracking.

On the next machine in the manufacturing group a
'series of molybdenum supports are automatically inserted
into a stud formed on the end of the rod. On one type of
machine the formation of the stud and the insertion of the
molybdenum wires proceed simultaneously. Prior to this
operation a filament has been picked up and clamped into
the bent-over electrode ends, and the machine then adjusts
the relationship of the filament and supports to enable the
free ends of the supports to be wound round the filament
in loose loops or pigtails as they are called. Before the
mounted foot leaves the machine the filament is " gettered."
Gettering is a process of coating the filament with a layer
of finely divided red phosphorus or other chemical which
is active ih cleaning up residual traces of impurity in the
lamp after the exhaust and gasfilling operations.

Transfer of the mounted foot to the sealing-in machine
is carried out by hand, although it is common practice to
feed the lamp bulbs on to,the machine automatically. The
purpose of this machine is to seal the lamp foot into the
bulb, and the two components are held in correct relation
to one another and rotate together on the sealing machine
head of which the turret may carry up to twenty-four or
thirty heads. As each head brings the component parts
in turn through a series of blow pipe flames the bulb is
gradually melted and shaped on to the flange of the foot
tube, eventually forming a seal of the type shou'n in Fig. 2.
When the sealing-in and proper shaping of the bulb neck
are completed, the sealed-in lamp is removed automatically
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Fig 1r2, Variorus comp,onent parts of two typical designs
o,f tungsten filament lalrlps.

and fed on to the exhaust section of the machine consisting
of a rotating table carrying up to thirty-six exhaust ports,
each of lvhich will process one lamp. During the exhaust
operation the lamp bulb undergoes a thorough baking to
remove water vapour and other impurities, and after leaving
the baking oven it is gasfilled with an argon/nitrogen
mixture through the exhaust or stem tube. The final
operation is the seaiing-off of the stem just below the bulb
seal leaving the lamp ready for the capping operation.

It is nos. the general practice during the sealing-in and
exhaust operations to fuse on to the crou'n of the bulb a
stamp showing the lamp trade mark, the voltage and $/attage
and any other necessary details; the required display
having been previously stamped on to the bulb with a
suitable enamel by means of a small printing machine.

The capping operation which follows involves no special
points, although the stoving temperature of the bakelitb
capping cement generally used must be carefully controlled,
and a high insulation flux is essential to ensure the neces-
sary resistance between the cap shell and the live contacts.

In lamps of the coiled coil typg the lead-in wires betq'een
the foot pinch and the cap contain carefully insulated fuses;
to ensure the extinction of any arc *'hich might tend to
form when the coiled coil filament fails at the"end of life.
In the event of arc formation bets.een the lead-in wires
the current through the circuit will rise and the internal
lamp fuses are so rated as to open the circuit before the
normal external fuse couid operate.

At all stages in the manufacture atrangements must be
provided for the continuous checking of the manufacturing,,
equipment and of representative sampies of the product.
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Fig. 1,3. Various battery type lh,nps inoluding the British :fank lamp.

Quality control is based on statistical methods and any
trends away from the designed rating of the lamps or other
departures from the objective can be observed, and proper
adjustments made as manufacture proceeds. By such means
lamps of a high degree of uniformity are produced and the
reliability of the product is ensured.

MANUFACTURE OF .SPECIAL LAMPS
The number of different desigrrs of tungsten filament

Iamps-apart from the different ratings of common design
or of different finishes which are manufactured in the
Preston Woiks-is so large tbat space will only permit of
a brief mention of a few of the basic types. It is proposed,
therefore, to iimit consideration of special lamps to three
main sections :- .

19vy yottqse batrery. tipes. .High tirightness projector lamps.
, High lumeir output lamps.

Low Voltage Battery Types, Tungsten filament
Iamps designed for operation from batteries or low voltage
transformers may vat:ji from bulbs requiring only one volt
and a very low current, up to 24-volt, 1,000 watt projector
lamps, or to lamps of even higher current ratings and vol-
tages. In this section, however, we shall deal primarily
with comparatively small lamps akin to automobile side, tail
and dash lampd, and head lamps ; bus lamps and the like.
All these lamps are made by semi-automatic processes
sirnilar in general. principle to those already outlined,
although certain of the machines used for the smaller lamps
may not be so fully automatic as is the case with those for
lamps of the general service type.

Perhaps the inost significant feature of difference from
high voltage lamps lies in the filamertt which, to ensure
accuracy of rating, must be produced on a.coiling machine
fitted with a gapping device_ so arranged that a specific
number of turns are wound on each filament coil which is
then separated by a space on the mandrel from the next
coil. The need for this technique will be understood when
it is stated that the filament of some types of miners' hand

..lamp bulbs consists of only fourteen turns qound on a
mandrel of 0.12 mm. diameter, the whole length of the coil
being not more than 1.7 mm. In mounting such filaments,

not only is it necessirry to have the correct number of
filameni turns initially, but the gap or space, between
the electrodes must be accurately gauged as the length
of straight wire at the two ends of the coil must be carefully
controlGd. It will be appreciated that with'a very short
filament the free ends phy an important part in the rating
of the lamp.

In general, with low voltage battery type lamps no fila-
ment support is necessary and the trend of design is to
avoid a support for the filament, if this can be arranged, and
the required filament position and rigidity ensured by atten'
tion to-other details of design. In conditions where very high
vibration or shock is likely to be experienced the design
may include two half filaments operating in series as is
thscase in the British Tank Lamp, designed by the author,
for use in armoured fighting vehicles during the recent war.
For these very special lamps the filament wire was of the
thoriated typ!, and the birlbs were highly exhausted to
reduce the hirmful effects of anv filament distortion occur-
ring during operation due either to gun shock or -to hi$h
amplitude viSrations caused by the vehicle's tracks' By
such means it was found possible to increase the service
life of the tank lamp of 14-volt, 7 watt rating by a factor
of many times. Fig.13 shows various types of battery lampq
inciuding the Tank Lamp as well as other designs evolved.
during the war and now finding extensive peace-time
application. . It will be noticed from the illustration that
in.certain of'these lamps, typical in design of many others,
no foot tube in the orthodox sense is employed but that the
filament is mounted on leads fused through an enamel
glass bead. The lead wires themselves are made from a
copper-coated alloy known as borated copper' and they
are sealed directly through the glass buib by a process
illustrated in Fie. 14. When the exhaust tube is fused to the
bulb the leading-in wires form an hermetic seal through
the junction. In a subsequent operation the exhaust tube
immediately above the seal is constructed to facilitate the
sealing-off of the lamp after the exhaust operation. By
employing this method of construction, lampS have been
made with bulbs as small as about 5 mms. in diameter,
although it is usual to employ bulb diameters of 12 mms.,
15 mms. and 18 mms. for lamps with bead construction.

i
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Fig, 14. Leading-in-wiles seaied di],ectly throurgh the

glass ;bu1b'

Plocesses for producing internal reflecting coatings on
lamp bulbs s'ere developed by Siemens a number of years
ago, and bulbs employing these internal mirrors have been
incorporated into a number of types of lamp s'ith note-
worthy results. For example, one or t\4.o types of gunsight
lamp in s'hich the bulb diameter was only 33 mms.
rvere made with internal mirrors in large quantities at
Preston Works during the s'ar.

As the use of this method has been described* by the
author in Bright Light Sources, Part I, no further reference
is made here except to mention the modern tendency to
obtain more efficient use from lamps by increasing the
possibility of utilising the emitted flux in the most effective
manner. This same tendency is met with in the increased
demand for small lamps rvith prefocus caps. In these
lamps, a development from projector types, the cap or some
adjunct thereto is finally fixed in position in accurate
relationship to the filament centre or to some other reference
point. Accuracy of location of the filament is then ensured
rvhen the need to replace a bulb arises. In general, the
soldering or fixing of the prefocus part of the cap, *'hich
rnay in some cases be a ring or u.asher s'ith projecting lugs,
is carried out on an optical focussing jig arranged in such
a lvay that an image of the filament is focussed on to a
target. In general the production of such accurately pre-
focussed lamps also entails optical setting devices at various
stages in the manufacture. By such means not only is repro-
ducibility of optical performance ensured, but the efficiency
of utilisation of the emitted light flux can be maintained
at a maximum. There is a gros'ing demand for battery
lamp bulbs s'ith prefocussed caps for motor car headlamps
and similar purposes.

HiSh Brightness Projector Larnps, In the paper
referred to above, the author has revieq'ed developments
and current practice in the field of high brightness projector
lamps. The airn with this type of lamp is to make available
to the optical projector system, for s.hich the lamp is
designed, the maximum brightness at the desired source
area. The development of the solid source lamp has proved
a distinct contribution in this field, and this development
by the Company is norv manufactured commercially in a
number of ratings at Preston Works. It has superseded for
certain purposes early designs of projector iamps, and has
proved particularly effective in one or two types of home
cinenra projectors.

The solid source lamp consists essentially of a number of
identical rigid and short filaments mounted physically
and electrically in parallel rvith each other, and s'ith the
filament tulns in contact at points of zero potential differ-
ence. When the lamp is in operation the effect of a sheet of
light is produced leading to the designation " Solid Source."
The optical properties of this nes' lamp are most favourable
for certain types of projection. For a given lumen output,
for example, a solid source 250-watt lamp may have a
candle power in the direction of projection as much as 1.6
times that of a 250-rvatt coiled coil filament lamp, due to
the more favourable shape of the polar curve of iight
output.

Another interesting development s'hich has recently
matured from the Lamp Research Laboratories at Preston
Works is a design of tungsten ribbon lamp. This class of
lamp has been knos'n for many years, but difficulties in
producing tungsten ribbon of the requisite dimensions and
accuracy have been ovelcome, and methods for controlling

the rating of these lamps have also been worked out. The
light source consists of an incandescent strip of tungsten
sheet, and u'hile it is unlikely that any large demand will
arise the fact that these special lamps are produced by the
Company has already been of some interest to potential
users.

High Lurnen Output Lamps. To this class of iamp
belong rvhat are popularly knoq'n as floodlights and in the
industry as Class B Projector Lamps. No very definite
design features distinguish the class, as many of the higher
wattage ratings of general service lamps are used as flood-
lights, and at the other end of the scale most of the light-
house types of lamp might well be included. In general
they are chalacterised in that tley are designed for a
lelatively long life of the order of 500 to 1,000 hours
compared with projector lamps of which the designed
life is 25 to 100 hours according to the type. The leason
for this will be understood when it is realised that high
lumen output lamps may be operating for service spells of
10 or 15 hours, while for most projector lamps a single
operation may iast only perhaps 15 or 30 minutes, but
during the operational period the filament brightness must
be the maximum possible.

An interesting development is illustlated in Fig. 15
which shows a 10 kW. high lumen output lamp. The
filament consists of two parallel sections mounting in
cluciform formation. The current leads are sealed through
the lamp foot by copper thimbles using a development of
a technique employed in bi-post lamps, but in the 10 kW.
Iamp the thimbles are inverted soft glass of the lime soda
type lvhich is used to produce the direct hermetic seals to
the ends of the thimble. This lamp will eventually be used
with a diffusing cylinder surrounding the filament to
increase the apparent source size, and thus render the lamp
more suitable for replacing the gas mantle in lighthouse
optics designed around the older illuminant. This par-
ticular lamp has an output of approximately 200,000
lumens and a designed life of 800 hours. In other types of
high lumen output lamps a recent feature has been the
substitution of metal backbones for glass rods. Where a
glass rod had formerly to \yithstand a very high temperature
due to its proximity to the filament, in the later dbsign the
filament supports are fused into a button or stud of high
melting point glass to s'hich is also fused an alloy steel

Fig. 15. A 1,0 kW. higll lumern ouiput ]a,mp,
bul[] diamete,r 400 mms.

*Trans. of the Illuminating Engineering Soc. Vol, X
No. 1, January, 1945.
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CHARACTERI,S"IC,S OF TUNGSTEN
FILAMEN:T LAMPS

. The degree of sensitivity of the tungsten filament to
changes in applied, voitage is not generally realised. It is
theretore proposed in this section to enumerate certain
empirical relationships rvhich have been adduced from
measurements_on_many thousands of lamps, and rl,hich
$vg nrgye.a of value in predicting the behaviour of larnpsof the.higher.voltage types andlndeed of lou.er voltage
lamps tt certaln corrections are applied.

Let V:rated voltage of the lamp and
__ V,:the operating voltage.
Then the luminous flux oi lumen output at V1 in

terms of V rvilt be given by ("!)t 
,

Similarly the porver consumed will be given by the

expressi"" (+.)t't'
and the luminous efficiency O, (F), 

t

On the other hand the life of the Iamp will be inversely
proportional to a very high powir of the voltage,

and rve have the relationship (F)-t,'5 as the

expression connecting the life at the applied voltage
to that at the rated voltage.

The. important effect of this high exponent rvill be
appreciated when it is mentioned ihat a'five per cent.
increase in voltage will approximately halve th"'ii" of u
tungsten filament lamp. The effect will be even greater

for a lorv voltage lamp rvith its consequently greater
temperature gradients in the filament.

In the photomerry and life test.ing of lamps it is thus
necessary for a high degree of precision to be exercised in
both measurement and voitag! control. An important
feature of the life test plant at Preston Works is thlrefore
the voltage control equipment. Similarlv the utmost im-
portance is attached to the routine calibiation of orecious
photometric instruments. The primary lumens standards
are provided by calibration of special itabilised lamps by
the National Physical Laboratory, and in ter.ms of 

^thesb

primary standards the Photornetric Laboratorv at preston
Works provides all the substandards and mainiains control
of the factory photometric level on l'hich so much depends.

LAMP SPECIFICATIONS
. The required.qual4V for standard types of filament lamp
is set out in valious Br.itish Standard Specifications.

No. 161/1940. Tungsten Filament General Service.

N". 1q I I 1 ? I ? pt*"".]:"iffi *?TXi{",u,,", si gnailin g.
No. 535/1938. Miners' Lamp Bulbs.
No. 555/1939. Tungsten Filament Electric Lamps

other than gener.ai service.
_ No. 941/1941. Electric Lamp Bulbs for Automobiles.
As occasion demands these specifications are revised

and so furnish an interesting account of progress in the
field. ^of tungsten filament electric larnpi. "The 

latest
specification requirements are based on a statistical
approach to the subject of lamp quality. Given a batch of
say one 

- 
hundred lamps it is possible to predict rvith

reasonable accllracv tlte a\.erage life and behaviour of the
batch. It is rnuch rnore diffiiult to .p"ni. .i,ith-i-h" ,o-"
degree -of confidence regarding a batch of say five lamps.
Notwithstanding the most intimate knorvledge of manu-
facturing conditions and the most carefui .lorrt.oi ut oll
stages of manufacture no one can accur.atelv state $,hat the
performance of any givcn larnp u ill bc. Iroi this reason the
British Standard Specifications for electric larnps give the
average expected perfor.rrrance for given test 

-quantities,
and represent the best available data regarding the quality
of modern tungsten filament lamps. TEe reader in iearch
of further information on this interesting matter is advised
to obtain copies of these specifications. -

^The. 
following extract is tahen from clause 8, section 4,of British 

_ 
Standar:d Specification No. 161f10+0, anj

illustrates the modern approach to the subjeit of'larnp
testing :-

" The Life Test Quantity shall be selected from the
Rating Test Quantity. The sarnpies shall be selected
1s evenly as possible throughout the Rating Test
Quantity, ancl shall number .to1 1".. thrn 10. olis one-
third of 1 per cent.J' of the total batch u,ith a maximum
of 25 lamps. The selection shall be such that the
average initial efhciency of the lamps so selected shall
lgt.dlff"l by more than *1 per cenl. from the average
initial efflciency of the Rating Test Quantitv and tie
efficiency of individual lamps shall not differ from that
av-erage by more than an amollnt equal to the Co-
efficient of Variation specified in TaLle 2. If these
conditions are not fulfilled bv the first selection,
further lamps may. be se lected until the ,equired
conditions are met. "

_ tIn the case of a fraction_ resulting from the calculation,
the next higher u'hole number shal! be talren.

CONCLUSION
With the advent of rnany different typcs of electric

discharge a-nd fluorescent lamps the quesiion of the con_
tinued usefulness of the i.candesceni tungsten filament
lamp .in_ _the future often arises. Notrvithstanding the
remarkablc advances u'hich have taken place in the dev-elop_
ment of nex' light sources, it is the considered vierv of tire
author that the"se dst.l.tments are complementary to those
strll Detng made rn lnany aspects of the desisn and manu_
lacture of incandescent lamps. The tunq'sten fihment
h-p.i. still without rival in many ir.poitani fields of
illuminating engineering.

Fig. 16. Scialytic lamp

wire the other end of s'hich is melted into the lamp foot
or a projection thereof. Besides other desirable features,
Iamps fitted with this device have an increased resistance
to fracture and shock. Fig. 16 shou.s a Scialytic Lamp
employing this feature designed for incorporation in a
special type of_ fitting to give a shadosdess spot of light
over an operating table.
. In discuss_ing these various incandescent electric lampsit has only 

^been 
possible to mention a fes. of the rnany

interesting features of one or trr'o types out of the many
hundreds rvhich are in constant 

^a.trfo"tr..". 
practicallv

every^ kind of tungsten filament lamp is manufactured iir
the.Company's Works and many nerv designs have been
evolved in the Lamp Research- LaboratorLs at preston
Works.

'l(
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INTRODUCTION,
In the ten years since it was first introduced the fluores-

cent lamp for mains voltage operation has become estab-
lished as a light source second only in importance to the
incandescent tungsten filament lamp. Its advantages over
other illuminants have been discussed in a number of
published papers and include:-

Low brightness.
High efficiency.
Good and controllable colour.
Long life.

Compared with these advantages the continued im-
portanie of the tungsten filament incandescent lamp is
to be found in its simplicity, in the wide range of sizes
in rvhich it is made, and in the fact that it is suitable for
many lighting purposes for which the fluorescent lamp
cannot at present be used, as in projection lvork where
high source brightness is essential. At the present time
the physical size limits fluorescent lamps to ratings of
.200 watts or less, while the tungsten filament iighthouse
lamp rated at 10,000 watts ls still of quite reasohable
dimensions. At the lower end of the scale, incandescent
lamps for use in cystoscopes and other medical instru-
ments are only of the order of 3 or 4 mms. in diameter
and less than 10 mms. in length. In these widely different
fields it is unlikely that fluorescent lamps can compete.
'As further experience is gathered, however, there will

undoubtedly emerge certain definite lighting trends in
which the fluorescent lamp will prove pre-eminent, while
in the remaining broad fields of lighting the light source
itself will continue to be either the tungsten filament

PART 5

FLUORESCENT LAMPS

Tesr-t 3.

lamp or one or other of the electric discharge lamps which
now play such an important part in street Iighting and
certain industrial lighting projects.

In the present article we are concerned with the
fluorescent lamp only, and with a review of the factors
which influence its design and development both from
the point of view of the lamp itself and of its applications.
It may be of interest to recapitulate briefly certain basic
features. The fluorescent lamp, whether of the mains
voltage or of the historically earlier high voltage type,
consists of a glass tube coated on its inner surface with
fluorescent powder highly responsive to ultra-violet
radiation of about 2500 to 2600 AU. When the lamp is
in operation this fluorescent powder glows brightly, since
it transforms into visible light the resonance radiation at
2537 AU. produced inside the tube by an electric discharge
through mercury vapour at low pressure. The powder
layer, therefore, becomes the light source and the discharge
serves to provide the essential actuating radiation,

THE LAMP.
The principal factors which influence the characteristics

and performance of a fluorescent lamp are :-
The length and diameter of the glass tube.
The nature and design of the electrodes.
The rare gas and mercury fillirigs.
The powder coating.

It will be assumed in considering these factors that
other essential features such as correct processing of the
lamp and the powder coating at all stages of manufacture
have been carried out, Some data on a range of fluorescent
lamps is given in Table 3.

Nominal
lamp

\4''attage.
lamp

starting

Approx-
imate

cufrent.
amp.

I

s

80

40.

20*

15*

1.3

-6

.45

;45

)

J

100*

g0*
about

I amp.t
about

1 amp.t
*Efficiency and life figures obtained on lamps produced in experimentallquantities.
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Average luminous efficiency
lamp lumens per watt.

Supply
voltage.

Nominal
lamp

dimen-
sions.

inches.

cup
At

100 hrs.
end
life.

At
of

Through
life.

hours

Average
1ife.

i
Approx-

imate

Approx-
imate
lamp

operating
current,
amp.

lamp

volts.

200-250

200-250

100-130
or

200-250

transform
to

52s

I
)

60x1+

48 x 1|

24x1$

18x1

102x7

102x1$

B.C.

Bi-pin

Bi-pin

Bi-pin

B.C

B.C

MAINS

45

50

38

34

HIGH V

45

50

VOLTAG

38

43

31

28

OLTAGE

38

42

E TYPES

32

36

27

25

TYPES.

32

36

3000

2500

2500

2500

5000

5000

106

108

62

56

275

230

85

43

35

35

40

40

tOn instani start circuit,



80

40

70

30

30

40

60

80

100

Approximate
Iamp

wattage,

Lamp
volts.

Lengtrr and Diameter of the Glass Tube. Wirh
other factors remaining constant the effect of an increase
in the length of the glass tubing, and therefore of the
$i;9harg^e path, rs to increase the-lamp operating voltage.
This_ effect ca.n be partially or rvholly 

"omp"tt.i-ted 
bf u

simultaneous increase in the tube diameter, as the efiect
of increased tube diameter is to lower the Iamp voltage
drop.

If a fluorescent lamp is to be operated on a simple
series choke circuit from the ordinafy supply mains it is
desirableJor the voltage drop of the limp io 6e approxim-
alely half the mains voltage. In practiie a lamp-voltage
of about 110 volts is found to be satisfactoty atrd allo*t
of an efficient choke design. In addition io the effect
of tube diameter and length, the lamp voltage is affected
by _the pressure of the starting gas, t6e lamp- temperature
and. the Iamp current. The eTfects do not all operate
in the same sense ; for example, an increase in the pressure
of the rare. gas filling will increase the lamp voltage drop,
whilst an increase in the tube temperaturi will decrease
the lamp voltage drop, as will also an increase in the arc
current.

Mention. has been made of these various factors to
illustrate the point that for any given lamp design there
are a number of operational factors which-also influence
the lamp performance. Some of these effects are shown
in Table 4 below, which gives the dimensions of a number
of experimental fluorescent lamps all designed for 110
la-mp volts at a standard test temperature, -and also the
effect on the lamp voltage of a ihange in the current

Test-n 4.

SOME EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON
FLUORESCENT LAMPS.

anode half .cycle when the lamp is in operation. It is
important in the design of these electr6des to mount
them as clos_e as possible to the ends of the lamp, so that
the. tube will present an appearance of even liiightness
right up to the end caps. If the electrodes are m"ounted
further away from the seals-an arrangement which in
some respects would be easier from the point of view of
lamp manufacture-dark end effects *,ould be oroduced
which would__be less pleasing. Actually, there is in any
case some falling off in tube brightness- iowards the endi
as will be mentioned in a later section.

Rare Gas and Mercury Fillings. All fluorescent
lamps. which are of the high vciltage -or the mains voltage
type hav^e, in addition to a small globule of mercury, afillilS of one of the inert gases. The gas most gene;;lly
used is argon and the gas filling pressure mav vary between
about 2 and 5 mms. The_ rare gas filling is necessary
to provide a carrier for the initial electrical dischargb
through the tube. If the mercury alone u,as present"it
would be difficult or impossible to initiate the discharge.
The rare gas, therefore, provides a gaseous conductor"of
a readily ionisable kind, which carries a hish propottion
of the circuit current when the lamp is firsiswitched on.

...At ordinary room temperatures the fluorescent lamp
will also contain a very low pressure of mercury vapour,
the_ actual value depending on the temperatuie oi the
bulb wall. The variation of mercury .rlapour pressure
over the temperature range which milht bi expirienced
in practice is shown in Table 5 belowl-

TaBlr 5.

VAPOUR PRESSURE CHARACTERISTICS OF
MERCURY.

Lamp
dimensions.

inches

60 >< t+

48x11

48x1

36x1

48x1f

48x1!

48x1!

48x1+

48x1l.

Lamp
current,
amps.

Temperature
Degrees C.

Vapour Pressure
mm,

0'00016

0.00026

0.00043

0.00069

0.00109

0'00168

0.00257

0.00387

0'00574

o'0122

110

110

110

110

82

41

31

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

40

50

119

110

97

81

67

.28

.41

.70

1.15

1.67

thro,lgh the tLjre. As the oqerating wattage of the lamp,
and thefefore the total emitted luminous flux, is dependeni
on the control of these variables it is obvioui that in con-
sidering the performance of a fluorescent lamp one has
to consider at the same time the whole circuif including
both the lamp and control gear.

The Nature and Design of the Electrodes. The
coiled coil tungsten filament has proved a verv satis-
factory primary element to form the basis of the eiectrode
of the hot-cathode fluorescent lamp. The main reason
for this lies in the fact that the electron emissive mixture
of alkaline earth oxides, with which the electrode is im-
pregnated, can be made of such a nature that it will fill
up the. interstices of the primary coil of the filament.
The electrode of the mains voitage fiuorescent lamp
therefore consists essentially of a ioiled coil tungsten
filament containing in place of the primary mandiel a
solid core of electron emissive material. .ln the Sieray
fluorescent lamp, on each side of the emissive cathodl
two short strips of nickel are mounted; these carry the

_ As the lamp warms up after being switched into circuit
the liquid mercury present in the tube, in the form of
finely divided .p_articles lying on the tube rvall, quickly
comes into equilibrium with its vapour phase ; th"-act,rul
concentration of mercury vapour depenhing on the tem_
perature as shown in the table above. If-the tube rvall
was at 0o C. then the major proportion of the discharge
current would be carried by tht argon, and the ligEt
oqtput from the fluorescent coating would be very lo"w.
This, however, is not a state of affairs which rvouli nor-
mally be expected in practice, as even under very low
ambient temperature conditions the inner surface- of a
fluorescent tube would reach a temperature considerablyin excess .of. 0' C., particularly if ii i,vas operated in a
properly designed fitting.
. At a lamp temperature of about 40. C. the mercury
lons carry the major proportion of the discharge current,
hav,lng.taken over the discharge from the argon which has
highe-r ionisation potentials thin mercury. S6me ionisation
data for mercury and argon is shown in Table 6.
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Angstrom
ur)rts
1067
1048

2537
18 50

1

1

1

1

volts

56
77

4.87
6.67

Element. wavelength. potential

coefficients (x, y, s) of the C.I.E. system. Measurements
of colour appear-ance are particularly valuable in the day
to day control of the colour of Sieray lamps and are made
by the method described in our Engiieering Bulletin,
No. 231, March, 1947. The tri-chromatic coefficients of
all Sieray lamps must lie within specified target areas on
the C.LE. chromaticity diagram. These targ;t areas are
centred on the following points ;-

Daylight .{tt .{tn .ftu
Warm White .. .435 .380 .185

Some comparative data for Sieray lamps made with
experimental fluoresce{rt single matrix powders is given
in owr Engineering Bulletin, No. 225. -

'Efficiency and Maintenance. The efficiency of the
modern fiuorescent lamp may be considered fiom the
qoint of view of its absolute value, or b-ru comparison with
that of some alternative source, or with earlier lamps as
indicative of the measure of ir4provement effected iince
the mains voltage lamp rvas introduced, That discussions
of efficiency cannot be dissociated from the colour of the

Tasr-n 6

Resonance Resonance Ionisation.

volts.

15.69

10'38

Algon

Mercury

_. .When thc discharge has reached this optimum con-
drtron, providing that the current density is correctlv
related to the tube dimensions, the production of thl
effective ultra-violet radiation at a wavelength of 2537 AIJ.
will be a maximum, and may reach up to 60 per cent, of
the emitted energy. With further inciease in iemperature
there rvill be a reduction in the percentage ene.rgy radiated
.at the resonance wavelength of 2537 AU. ind, coiiequently,
there rvill be a reduction in the efficiency of the lamp.
These changes, however, are of quite a small order as
shown in Fig. 17, which gives the shape of the ambient
temperature/luminous efticiency curvi for fiuorescent
lamps of both Daylight and Warm White colours utilising
the nerv Siemens single matrix porvders.

The Powder Coating. The active layer of fluorescent
powder, coated on the inner surface of t[re lamp, must be
sufficiently complete to absorb a maximum amount of
ultra-violet radiation and yet sufficientlv transparent to
transmit the emitted light-freely to the'surroundings of
the^ lamp. .Once again it rviil be seen that the lamp deslgner
is faced with the need for obtaining a compromise betq,een
mutually opposing requirements. Fortunitely means have
been found for producing efficient fluoresient powders
with a grain size small enough to give effective covering
power combined with high transmisiion. The neiv singlE
matrix^ _porvders, mentioned in our Engitteering Bulleiin
No. 225, _Vu:gh, 7946, are particularl/ suitab"le in this
respect. All Sieray fluorescenl lamps aie norv made with
the,single matrix powders and as a result the efficiency
oJ these fluorescent lamps is now some 50 per cent. better
than when the lamps v.ere first marketed.

CHARACTERI,STlC^g.
Colour. The colour of a fluorescent lamp is determined

largely by the chemical composition of the layer of fluores_
cent powder. The visible mercury radiation contributes
only a very smail percentage to the emitted flux. It is
now generally.appreciated that the fluorescent lamps can
be_read_ily made in a wide variety of colours from blue to
red making hundreds of differeni hues, as well as a rangeof colour_s akin to daylight including both colder and
warmer shades. For the present, hou'ever, the exigencies
of production demand the limiting of maiketable Eolours
to.lwo-.near.white lamps rvhich have been given the names" Daylight Warm White." Verv brieflv these
Tay._b9 des-cribed as approximating to sunlight'and tothe light of an incandeicent lamp- respecdv;ly. Some
comparative data is shorvn graphically in-Fie. 1g.

Arr outstanding problemln-conneition w'ith the colour
of_the lightfromfluoiescent lamps is the shortage-of deep
red .light. .This is particularly so with powdEis of the
$ngle matnx type, and a great deal of research is being
9irected towards effe-cting animprovement in this respect.
The .matter is not of great significance for rno.t o.aii"ury
lighting purposes, but where accurate 

"olou. -at"hirrgco.ndilions are. required the standard fluorescent lamfr
falls short of the ideal, particularly in respect to ii" J""i
reo components.

Measurement of the colour-composition of the light,
that is luminosity distribution through the .pectr"m, fr"orri
fluorescent lamps to obtain data slmilar to that shown
above is an essential part of both production control and
research on fluorescent powders. In addition, the colour
appearance or hue of the light is of imporiance. The
usual way of specifying the hue is by tire trichromatic
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Fig. 17. Shape o.f the a.rnrbient temperat,u,rellurninous
,emrciency curve for fl.uoll.escent la,m,ps.

light is perhaps noi so readily appreciated. Reference
however to the second of this ieriii of articles and par-
ticularly to Fig. 9, page 10, will show the reader ihat
the selective response of the human eye, with its maxi-
mum sensitivity to radiation at a wavelength of 5550 AU.
is-- a. governing factor. Therefore, we cannot discuss
efficiency of a light source in terms of lumens per watt
a_nd ignore the colour of the light. Experie'nce has
shown that the single maxtrix powders developed to
produce the standardised daylight and warm white iolours
{es.clibgd in the previous settion have a similar efficiency.
Table 7 gives_the efficiency of a 40 watt fluorescent lamp
c-omp-ared with that of a 40 watt filament lamp and of
the fluorescent lamp when first introduced using the
old powders.

Teslr 7.

Lamp

40 watt fluorescent

40 watt filament

40 watt early fluorescent

Efficiency
at 100 hours

iumens
per watt.

Luminous
output,
lumens.

20}ia

340

1400

50

8.5

35
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Fig. 18. Comparaflive luminosity distribution for " DayliLght" and
fl.usre,scent lamps.
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It is iqteresting to note the fact that the maximum
efficiency of a true daylight fluorescent lamp employing
mercury vapour is probably not much in excess of 60 L/W.
The shape of the lumen maintenance curve for a modern
fluorescent.lamp has several interesting features. In the
first few hours of life the rate of change of luminous
output with time is greater than at any other stage in the

7000
WAVELEN6TH A U.

warm white "

Iife of the lamp. Stable conditions. are, however, reached
in less than 100 hours, consequently it is becoming general
to regard the 100 hours value of luminous output as con-
stituting the initial flux. As the life proceeds from this
point the rate of fall of luminous flux is reasonabiy con-
stant with time. Fig.19 gives the shape as a percentage
of the 1O0-hour value for modern Sieray f.luorescent lar-nps
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switch constantly opens and closes, producing .. hunting "
ot the clrcurt. So much for the causes of ultimate lamp
failure. Fluorescent lamps are now desisned for lives of
the order of 2,000 to 5,000 hours; the aEtual value being
dependent to some extent on the number of switchingi
and the type of lamp. A Iamp which is onlv switchJd
very.infrequently will give a much longer life than one
whtch is subJect to very frequent srvitchings,

CIRCUIT COMPONENTS.

rooo aooo

Fig 19. .Typica,l lumen mainten,an,ce data for modern
Siera,y fluorescent I'amps,

Total flux in lumens Brightness
in stilbs.

-the curve representing the average performance data
taken over hundreds of lamps.

Research work is constantly directed towards effecting
an improvement in the lamp performance throughout iti
life, and as this curve shows the present perforirance is
reasonably satisfactory. Investigation has ihown that the
decline of luminous flux with time is bound up with the
fluorescent coating and not with the discharse itself.It is apparently conditioned by the susceptibiliiv of the
crystals of fluorescent powder to attack by -er"ury vapour,
but the nature of the effect is stiil obscur" und .orn"
variations stili occur between different batches of porvder
and indeed between individual lamps. The problem is of
absorbing interest and offers a fruiiful field ior continued
investigation.

Brigh-tness. The brightness of a fluorescent lamp is
controlled by the physical dimensions of the tube and'the
total luminous flux, An approximate formula for giving
the average brightness is shown belorv:-

Choke Control-Circuit Features :rnd Gear. For
the mains voltage fluorescent lamp, which is bv far the
most important of the available types, the essential circuit
components are indicated in Fig. 21. A choke coil is
connected in series with the lamp electrodes. Inciuded
in the series circuit is an automatic switch which short
circuits the lamp for two or three seconds to allow the
electrodes to preheat, A capacitor is connected across the
mains to raise the circuit power factor to between 0.8 and
1 .0. The diagram indicates by dotted lines the connections
of the heater coil of a thennal switch which is employed
for starting Sieray SO-rvatt lamps, as well as the contacts
of the giow type switch which is standard practice for
40-watt lamps. The remaining circuit como;nents con-
sist of radio suppressor capacitors connectA across the
starter switch contacts for dealing with the symmetrical
component, and a Y connected suppressor across the
mains for dealing with the asymmetrical radio frequencies.

In the flllowing sections iome attention will 6e given
to each of the main circuit features, and consider-ation
will then be given to certain more speciaiised circuit arrange-
ments.

Standard ltems of Control Gear. In the develop-
ment and design of the _wide range of fluorescent larnp
control gear now manufactured by the Company, thi
$pparatrrr_ S-ection .at Woohvich Works and the La-p
Research Laboratories at Preston have co-operated witir
the engineers of Alfred Graham & Co., itd., Halifax
-a subsidiary Company. A group of these units'is shown
in Fig. 22, the group includes choke coils desisned for the
20 . watt, 40 rvatt and 80 watt fjuorescent iamps, type
MCF/U, capacitors for both series operation in the twin
lqmp circuit a?d -for power factor coriection. The Sieray
Y8 unit, rvhich has become so well knorvn for industrial
lighting applications. is also shown, this unit includes all
the components for the operation of a Sierav 80 watt
fluorescent lamp. A 20 watt 400 cycle chokl referred
to later in the text can be seen alongside the normal 20
watt choke.

All the units are mounted inside ferrous metal con-
tainers fitted with suitable terminal blocks and com-
pound filled to eliminate vibrations and noise. They are

60

40

30()0
llou R9

X X cms.
In practice this formula gives somewhat iorv resultsfor two reasons. Firstiy, the tube brightness falls off

towards the ends, and secondly, the appirent brightness
is highest along a line bisecting the tubl and par"allel to
the tube walls. For long lamps such as rhe 5 foot. g0 watt
lamp, the formula gives a good approximation. T'he effect
with shorter lamps is shown graphically in Fie. 20 where
the.brightness of a_2 foot, 2p yatt lamp, is sh6ra,n plotied
against length. The fall in brightness ar the e;ds is
traceable to internal reflection phenomena, to differences
in.the.discharge near the electrodes, and to'the dark space
behind the electrodes. To it may be attributed sbrne
proportion of the reduction in lamp efEciencv with de_
.creasing lamp length. The other maior effect in this
connection is that decreasing the tube leneth decreases
the lamp voltage, thus reducing the perceirtase of the
total power producing light and increasine thie relative
consumption of power by the electrodes. Any improve_
ment in electrode efficiency will therefore have a -.r.pronodnced effect on the short low voltage Iamps than on
the longer lamps of 40 and 80 watt ratiigs.

Life. As with other forms of electric discharge larnp
the life of a fluorescent lamp is not determined-by any
exhaustion of the light producing process. It may,
!ror19ve-r, be dependenfon tlre functio'ning of the discharge
itself, for example, the most general fac-tor which causes
the ultimate failure of a fluorescent lamp is loss of activityof the electrodes. At the end of life ihe store of ther'_
mionically emissive material is reduced to a verv small
amount, and the voltage drop at the electrodes tinds to
rise. . The increased lamp woltlage has the effect of reducing
the ctrcuit_ current, and ultimately this reaches a value s6
low that the arc can no longer be sustained. Very oftenan intermediate stage is reached at which the starter
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Fig. 21. Essential cirouit components fo1' the main,s volta,ge fluoresoent lamp
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housing for the Siemens 80 watt switch can also be seen
in Fig. 23.

Capacitor Control. For fittings employing trvo lamps
a circuit has been devised in which one lamp operates
on the normal choke circuit while the other has a capacitor
and choke in series to give a current and light output
waveform out of phase with that of the choke controlled
lamp. Such an arrangement is designated the Twin Lamp
or T.L. circuit and its essential features are shou'n in
Fig.24. The most interesting feature of the circuit is that
the light output of the fitting including both iamps has
quite a lolv fluctuating component. It is perhaps appro-
priate to mention at this point that experience over many
ihousands of installations has shown that the so-called
stroboscopic effects due to the periodic variation of light
output at twice the supply frequency are haldly ever
noticeable with fluorescent lamp installations, However,
where special visual tasks demand the utmost freedom
from flicker, the T.L. circuit is recommended. Some
interesting oscillograms of the light output of the standard
fluorescent lamp compared with the light output of a

40watt tungsten filament lamp are'given in Fig. 25.

Transforrner Circuits. Development work has been
carried out over a number of years on the design of a

simple control unit that, rvithout the provision of a starter
switch, lvould provide a virtual instant start for the fluores-
cent lamp, and which will ensure reliable operation under
all conditions. In considering a problem of this nature
a number of possibilities exist. For example, a circuit
can be devised of the resonance type that will give a

sufficiently high voltage to allow of immediate ignition

, subjected to a most stringent series of tests and are built
to.,rigid specifications.

Starter Switches. Two types of starter switch are
produced at Preston Works for use with 40 watt and 80
watt lamps respectively. The 40 watt switch which is
mounted on a four contact base and housed in a canister
is shorvn in Fig. 23. It is of the thermal glow type and is
of .quite small dimensions. The normally open contacts
glow and close in a few seconds whdn current is switched
on to the lamp circuit. Closing of the contacts causes
current to fiow through the iamp electrodes as rvill be

' seen from Fig. 21. The giorv discharge within the switch
ceases when the contacts close, hence the bimetal strips
carrying the switch contacts relax and the switch opens.
This action, by breaking the inductive circuit, irnpresses
across the lamp a sufficiently high voltage to cause ignition.
The switch contacts are thereafter maintilined at the lamp
voltage-about half the mains voltage which is insufficient
to restart the glorv-the switch therefore consumes no
current during the operation of the lamp.

In the case of 80 watt lamps, a thermai starter is used.
This type, which gives somewhat more positive pre-
heating of the electrodes, has normally closed contacts
across the lamp and a small heater coil in series rvith the
iholre which is shown in dotted lines in Fig' 21. When
the circuit slvitch is closed the heater coil warms the bi-
metal member in the switch rvhich then deflects and
opeirs the contacts, the lamp then starts under the in-
du:tive pulse produced across its electrodes, and the starter
switch remains open by virtue of the current flolving con-
tinuously through the small heater' Tl-ris type of srvitch
thus consumes abott 2 watts continuously. The normal

I
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n',9. 22, A gtroup of fluo1'esce'nt lam,p control gear
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Fig. 23. Group of 40 watt canister tylpe and,80 watt plug-in tyrpe staltef swit'ches

of the lamp and which, when the lamp is in operation,
r.vill have a waveform so nearlv sinusoidal that it does
not interfere with the normal disigned life of the lamp.
Another method is to use a simple stray field transformer
with an open circuit voltage sufficiently high- to cause
reliable ignition, Such a simple circuit is not to be recom-
mended for lamps with standard electrodes which are
designed to give their full life only when pre-heated
immediately before the tube strikes. This circuit can,
however, be used in conjunction rvith electrode heater
rvindings or a separate smiil ttansfotmer unit so that the
necessary pre-heating of the electrodes can take p-lace.

An instant-start transformer of suitable characteristics
for both starting and operating high voltage lamps has
been ddveloped. It includes electrode heater windings
with a suitlble drooping characteristic so that when
ignition occurs the currents both through the electrodes
and the lamp are regulated to a suitable value. Work is
proceeding on the iesting of similar instant start units
for mains voltage fluorescent lamps.

Radio Interference Suppression. An account of
the basic features affecting the need for some suppression
device to be incorporated in the circuit of fluorescent
lamps has already been given by the author.* In order to
reduce the radiated energy from a mains voltage fluorescent
lamp to a value sufficiently iorv to fulfil the requirements
of B.S.S. 800:1939, " Limits of Radio Interference," it
is considered necessary to fit both a suppression capacitor
across the larnp, and a series connected pair of capacitors

with the centre point connected to the earth across the
mains. This arrangement of capacitors of appropriate
values wiil deal successfully with both the symmetrical
and asymmetrical radiation components. It has been found
that the ordinary 0.02 microfarad capacitor fitted across
the contacts of the starter switch is for most purposes
adequate to reduce interference below a significant level.
Occasionaliy, however, instances arise where interference
of a higher order is experienced due to some obscure
local condition, and in such cases special investigations
on site are necessary in order that the simplest and most
convenient type of suppression device can be fitted'

High-Frequency Operation. For certain purposes
there are advantages to be gained by operating fluorescent
lamps at frequencies higher than the standard British
frequency of 50 cycles per second. Experimental.work
has been carried out at frequencies of 400 and 1,200 cycles
per second, and some valuable practicai data has been
obtained frotn test installations. There is, of course, a

considerable reduction in the size of the necessary control
gear-compare the 20 \.vatt 400 cycle choke and the
20 w^tt 50 cycle choke shown in Fig. 22-but there is also
a simplification in the components. It has been found
that a simple resonance circuit as shown in Fig. 26 gives
excellent results on both frequencies.

An identical circuit can produce reliable starting of a
fluorescent lamp on 50 cycle suppiy, but the operating
current rvaveform at the lower frequency is peaky and
detrimental to the life of the lamp. On 400 or 1,200 cycle
suppiy, hor.vever, the rvaveform is more nearly sinusoidal

lj

*Electrical Times, June 22nd, 1.944, p. 7L6.
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(ib) "'war'fir White" fluo1'esoent la.mrp in twin larnp ciroui.ts

and no detrimental effects have been observed, provided
that the relative values of inductive and capacitative re-
actance are correctly chosen. With this arrangement the
lamp starts practically instantaneousiy and the light output
is virtually continuous due to the combination of the high
frequency cyclic variation and the tube afterglow or phos-
phorescence of the fluorescent powder. The particular
use of such circuits is for traction and simiiar work where
the application of.fluorescent lighting to transport vehicles,
trains, aircraft, etc. demands the installation of a Iighting

" generator. In many cases the shorter flubrescent lamps
of 15 watt afid 20 watt rating prove the most suitable
from the illuminating engineering point of view, conse-
.quently, it has been found convenient to specify 110 as
the output voltage of the generator. To avoid too many
forms of control gear the Siemens practice for traction
work is to concentrate on 110 volt 400 cycle supply unless
there are very special reasons demanding the use of 7,200
cycles.

(a) 23'0 vo,]l, 40 watt, sirngle coii ga,sfllled flta,rnent llamp

cHoKg cotL

(c) Singl€ " Wanm White " fluoxescent [amp.

Fig. 25. Oscililorgrams of the ljght ouip,ut of, fllarnent ancl
fluorescent lamps. Light waveform shown by upper
tr'ace. Base line fot light output shown by lower trace
in (a) ftnd (c) and mean of lower trace in (lr). Lower
trace in (b) also shows the culrent waveform in the

twin lamp clrcuit.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Whilst this series of articles is concerned with electric

lamps rather than rvith their applications, there are certain
special features rvorthy of mention which arise from
particular applications.

_. Colour Matching. For most ordinary purposes the
light from Sieray fluolescent iamps is adequate ind pleasing,
but there is a need for an accurate daylight unit for coiour
matching purposes. A special mixture of polvders c4n
be produced rvhich will give good results foi such work.
However, where a greater degree of precision is needed,
the combination of magnesium tungstate and/or other
blue fluorescent tubes with incandescent lamps in a
syilgble fitting is recommended ; see our Eigineering
Bulletin, No. 231.

Non-Linear Lamps. Attention continues to be directed
towards the development of fluorescent Iamps of forms
other than straight. High voltage cold cathode lamps are
bent to suit architectural and other features. In the
United States of America a range of circular or " Circline "
lamps has been introduced. In addition to these other
possibilities are being explored in our Lamp Research
Laboratories at Preston, but i't is too early to predict the
types of non-linear lamps that will eventually emerge.

Ultra-Violet Fluorescent Lamps. By the use of a
special phosphor'it is possible to transform the primary
mercury radiation at 2537 AU. into radiation lying in the
region 3000 to 4500 AU. A deep blue light is thus pro-
duced that is very rich in long wave uitra-violet radiation.
The relative merits of this type of ultra-violet source and
the high pressure mercury 725 watt " black glass " lamp
have still to be assessed.

:-a.

CAPAC ITOR

Fi,g. 26, Resonan,ce circuit.
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PART 4

ELECTRIC DISCHARGE LAMPS

I

fil
Iit

Mercury Lamps.
400 w

Type MA.
1000 w

Type ME.

200 Joule
Xenon

Flash Tube

1000 w
Water-Cooled

Mercury Lamp
Type MD.

140 W
Sodium
Lamp

125 W
Type MB.

INTRODUCTION

The power of emitting radiation when suitably excited
is one of the most fundamental and characteristic pro-
perties of an atom. The discovery and identification of
many elements has depended upon or been assisted by
this phenomenon. Indeed, it is probably true that no

other property has contributed so much to our present

state of knorvledge of the structure of matter and of the
elements of which it is composed. Quite apart from
these analytical aspects, the facility with which radiant
energy can be produced under the influence of an electrical
discharge is being turned to ever increasing usefulness in
modern discharge lamps and electron tubes'

In this article some considerations affecting the design

and operation of electric discharge lamps will be prefaced

by a short description of the basic features which are

common to all typqs. For example, they all consist of
hermetically sealed glass or quartz vessels within which

Fig. 2?. Outline sha'pes of a ran,ge o,f model'nr e'lectilic discrhar-ge [{a,mps, drawn to sca]e.

the discharge takes place. At least one pair of co-operating
electrodes is necessary, although in certain special types
of lamp two or more pairs of electrodes are used.

In lamps of the lou' pressure type, in which the dis-
charge appears to fill the tubular vitreous envelope, the
electrodes generally terminate quite close to the ends of
the tube. On the other hand-especially in some of the
very high pressure mercury vapour lamps-the discharge
occupies only a very smali proportion of the volume of
the containing vessels and generally takes place at the
approximate centre of a spherical bulb.

The geometry of the iamp is determined by the desired
electrical and luminous characteristics. In practically any
shape or size of bulb some luminous effects would be
produced by an electric discharge through a gas or metallic
vapour, but in general the efficiency would be very low
and the lamp performance relatively poor. Only biy the
most carbful study of the peculiar requirements of each

type of discharge have the present range of highly efficient

25



lamps been evolved, For instance, one class of mercury
vapour lamp operates inside an exhausted outer jachet to
assist in the development and maintenance of the required
mercury pressurer while another type of lamp must be
operated in a stream of running water. To illustrate this
point, Fig. 27 shows to scale the outline shape of a range
of modbrn discharge lamps.

In all modern metallic vapour lamps inert gas at a low
pressure is introduced into the bulb of each lamp after
it has been exhausted and processed, to facilitate ignition
of the discharge and for other purposes. This inert gas
filiing generally introduced at a pressure of only a few
millimetres of mercury is, of course, in addition to the
metallic filling which may be sodium, pure mercury or
an alloy of mercury with cadmium or zinc according to
the class of lamp. For special purpose lamps, elements
other than those mentioned may be introduced to provide
either the principal gas or vapour or as additives to the
primary radiating element.

GENERAL TREND IN DISCHARGE LAMP
DEVELOPMENTS

The first phase in the development of the modern
electric discharge lamp-designed in" most cases for
operation from alternating current mains and with a
choke stabilised arc-may be considered to have lasted
not more than a decade. During that period, commencing
about the year 1930, the principal electric discharge lamps
were of two main classes : Mercury vapour lamps operating
at pressures of the order of one atmosphere with smaller
lower wattage lamps at higher pressures, and sodium lamps
emitting light from the electrically excited resonating atom
at comparatively lorv temperatures. In the second phase
of development several important new types of lamp
have found practical applications, and their introduction
has widened the field of research and stimulated activity
in other directions. Practical forms of high brightness
projector type lamps have been produced in wattages
already as high as 15 kW., and with arc brightness values
greater than that of the carbon arc.

The 1939-45 war gave impetus to work on flash dis-
charge lamps and a number of standardised types are now
available. The favourable properties of the high current
density discharge through certain rare gases stimulated
development work whish led to the evolution of a new
type of discharge lamp, namely, the Gas Arc. Apart from
these general evolutionary tendencies, progressive im-
provements have been made in the efficiency and per-
formance characteristics of Sieray lamps, and the nature
of some of the work responsible for these improvements
rvill be discussed in succeeding sections.

GENERAL THEORY
An electrically exciteC gas or metallic vapour usually

radiates only at certain definite wavelengths characteristic
of its nature. According to the conditions of operation
the radiant energy may be emitted at relatively few wave-
lengths, or the emission may extend over a wide wave-
.band and may be manifested as a complex assemblage of
spectral lines.

To assist in understanding the way in which radiation
is produced from the electrically excited atom, we may
form some mental picture such as that of the Rutherford-
Bohr conception in which the atom is likened.to a minia-
ture solar system. The nucleus of the atom, occupying
as it does only a very small proportion of the volume, is
responsible for practically the whole of the mass and cbn-
sists in most cases of both protons and neutrons. In the
neutral atom around the nucleus and arranged in certain
orbits of movement are electrons equal in total to the
number of protons. In considering the mechanism of
gaseous ibnisation and the means by which the atom
transforms electrical into radiant energy, we are con-
cerned with the electrons exterior to the nucleus and not

with the nucleus itself. In a normal gas discharge or
metallic vapour lamp the emitted radiation is the sum of
contributions from innumerable atoms sufficiently far apart
from 6ach other to behave as separate entities. A.ty
particular atom at a given instant of time will probably
be emitting radiation at a different wavelength to that
being emitted from its nearest neighbour, but each quantum
of radiation will occur at a waveiength characteristic of the
atom. The radiation, which is ultimately perceived or
measured, results from the summation of a very large
number of small contributions from the individually ex-
cited atoms which together emit the complete spark
spectrum. The relative quantities of radiation at each
wavelength will be proportional to the number of atoms
undergoing the responsible transition at a given time.
It will therefore be appreciated that the conditions of
excitation will affect the likelihood of occurrence of par-
ticular transitions within the atom, and consequentiy the
relative intensity of the radiation at each of the dominant
wavelengths. The number of atoms radiating simuh?ne-
ously in any excited gas is, however, so tremlndous that
under any given set of conditions the composition of the
radiation will be constant.

Turning now to the structure of the atom itself, briefly
referred to in the foregoing paragraph, it has been rnen-
tioned that radiation for the electrically excited atom is
produced by ilectronic changes in the atom. The nature of
these changes wiil,now be discussed in a little more detail.
The definite orbits in which the electrons progress arourid
the nucleus are among the most fundamental characteristics
of the atom, and even when an electron is removed by the
process called ionisation the remaining electrons are not
free to take up random positions relative to the nucleus,
The outer oi valence electrons, however, revolving in
orbits most remote from the nucleus can be disturbed by
very high-speed electrons, and can therbfore receive extra
energy enabling them to take up transitory positions more
remote from the nucleus. An electron so affected will
thus only remain at its new energy level for a period of
time much less than one millionth of a second, after which
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Type 1

it rerurns to its former state and in so doing emits radiation.
The magnitude of the pulse or quantum of radiation then
produced will depend in part on the extent of the original
jump, that is on the energy levei to which the particular
electron was raised by the primary collision, and as stated
above a number of possibilities can occur,

It has been found that a simple relationship exists con-
necting the wavelength of the emitted radiation and the
voitage difference of the energy levels within the atom
between which the valence electron will fall in each transi-
tion.

Wavel6ngth : ff -i"ro.r.
In returning to its normal position in the unexcited

atom the electron may not return to the ground state in
a single jump, but may do so in a series of two or more
steps. Much'bf the longer wavelength radiation from
atoms, such as mercury, are due to these stepped returns
as distinct from single jumps from the excited state to
the non-excited or ground state. Convenient methods
have been worked out for representing graphically the
possible excited states of most atoms cilpable of excitation in
the electric discharge, and an energy level diagram of the
form shown in Fig. 28 is a simple example. This diagram
shows some of the possible quantum jumps in the excited
mercury atom. It will be seen that the only transitions
which produce light in the visible region are those between
two excited states, while all electron jumps from an ex-
cited state to the ground state, or normal level, produce
radiation outside the visible region. In the simple case
illustrated the return to the ground state produces the
1850 and 2537 AU. radiation in the ultra-violet region.

It is interesting to note that under certain conditions
of excitation the mercury atom can produce visible light
efficiently. These conditions must obviously be those
in rvhich the minimum number of transitions directly to
the ground state occur, and the maximum number of
transitions between higher energy levels take place. This
fact will be more apparent by studying the formula given
above, when it will .be seen that visible radiation between
4000 and 7000 AU. is produced only by transitions in-
volving energy levels separated by between 3 and 1.8
volts which is quite a narrow region. As the resonance
potential of mercury is 4.68 volts, it is clear that the wave-
length of the resultant radiation is well down in the ultra-
violet region.

It is a well established fact that low pressure or low con-
centration of ions in a gas discharge and low current den-
sity favour the production of resonance radiation, and.that
higher pressures and current densities favour the inter-
mediate transitions from higher energy levels. Applying
these facts to the case of mercury vapour we see that if
efficient production of ultra-violet radiation is the require-
ment, then both the mercury vapour pressure and the
curr6nt .density should be low. Some aspects of these

tr'ig. 29. Various types o,f electrod,e for Electric Discharge Lamps.

requirements have been discussed in the article on Fluores-
cent Lamps, in Part 3. If, however the visible radiation
from the mercury atom is the dominant requirement, then
higher mercury vapour pressures and current densities
are indicated. While a study of the energy level diagram
for mercury does not give any indication of the fre-
quency of occurrence of the higher order transitions, ex.
perience has shown that remarkably efficient lamps of the
high pressure mercury type can be produced in a variety
of forms as indicated in succeeding sections of this
article.

DISCHARGE LAMP ELECTRODES
In general all electric discharge lamps are fitted with a

pair of principal or main electrodes. In addition to these
they may have one or more auxiliary electrodes whose
function is generally to assist in the initiation of the dis-
charge. In all cases the electrodes are connected to the
lamp terminals by leading-in wires or metallic conductors
in the form of strips, rods or tubes, which are designed
and constructed to give a vacuum type seai with the glass
or qvartz bulb which forms the envelope of the lamp. Con-
siderations of efficiency and life have led to the develop-
ment of a variety of electrode forms according to the class
of lamp and the type of discharge to be produced therein.
In Fig. 29 is shown diagramatically the more important
types of electrode which are used in commercially available
electric discharge lamps. They each have interesting and
significant points of difference and will be described below
under their type numbers.

Type 1. The cold cathode illustrated in Fig. 29 is a
modern form of one of the earliest electrodes used in
electric discharge lamps. It consists of a sheet metal
cylinder of iron, nickel or an iron alloy. Its surface may
be either the cleaned surface of the pure metal or it may
have an oxidized surface exposed to the discharge or, in
certain cases, the cold cathode may carry a coating of
electron emissive material. It has the merit bf simplicity
and under correct conditions of use has an extremely long
iife. It is, however, a comparatively low current devicel
The actual current which can be passed into the gas from
a coid cathode is dependent on the area of the electrode,
and it can only be used with gases or metallic vapours
operating at comparatively low pressures of the order of
a few millimetres of mercurv. Its main use is in lamps
of the Neon Sign type and in high voltage coid cathode
fluoqpscent tubing or lamps. The cold cathode is not
suitable for use in lamps of the mains voltage type in
view of its high cathode fall of potential. The cathode
fall may vary between 100 and 200 volts according to
tht! material of which the electrode is composed, the gas,
the gas pressure, and the eiectrode treatment. It wilt
therefore be apparent that if the cold cathode was used for
a mains voltage lamp most of the energy would be lost at
the electrodes where it would manifest itself as heat.
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For this reason it is essentially an electrode for a high
voltage device, The one exception is a special case where
cold electrodes are mounted very close together; that is
within the " Faraday dark space," so that the useful light
emission comes froin the cathode glow surrounding the
electrode and there is no positive column in the discharge.
Consideration of lamps and devices of this type will be
dealt with in the next article in this series.

Type 2, The illustration shows a typical electrode
referred to as the hot cathode type in which a simple
helix of tungsten wire embraces f rod of alkaline eaith
compounds. The active principle in these compounds
are the oxides of barium, strontium, calcium, or a com-
bination 'of these oxides. This type of elecirode, when
used in mercury lamps, is generally designed to be
discharge heated. To this end it has a low thermal
capacity in its active working surface and, hence, within a
few milli-seconds of initiation of the discharge, thermal
equilibrium is attained and full emission fromthe electrode
results.

It is important to realise that most electric discharge
lamps are designed to operate from alternating current
supply mains, and that the electrode must function as
anode and cathode in alternating half cycles, Consequently,
it must be strongly emissive in one half cycle, and one
hundredth of a second later on the 50 cycle supply it must
accept electrons at a considerable current density; in
other words it must be strongiy anodic. In visualising
the ideal electrode of the discharge heated hot cathode
type, it must be so designed that at least one spot reaches
a condition of intense emissivity in a period of time
which is oniy a small fraction of one hundredth of a second,

while the rest of the electrode has a sufficiently large area
of metal to receive the electron bombardment in the altern-
ate half cycle without oveiheating. These desirable features
are combined in the electrodes of certain of the range
of Sieray high .pressure mercury vapour lamps by the
use of a tungsten helix overwound with fine tungsten
wire, and containing within the primary helix a small rod of
highly refractory but emissive core material. The rod of
material acts as a reservoir which constantly maintains the
emissivity of the metallic helix, while the helix itself is
designed to carry the discharge current wit"hout over-
heating and thus without evaporating the store of elec-
tronically active compounds contained therein. Fig. 30
shows clearly the high pressure mercury discharge termina-
ting at one of these electrodes in alternate half cycles.
In the anode half cycle the whole electrode functions and
the discharge covers the whoie width. In the cathode
cycle an intensly emissive spot is seen, the apparent
secondary spot is the reflected imdge of the discharge from
the back of the internal surface of the containing tube.

This type of electrode is chiefly used in lamps of the
medium pressure type where mercury vapour pfessures
up to about one and a half atmospheres may occur. Where
the gas or vapour pressure is los.er the electrode may
be activated by coating with electron emissive material,
and where higher pressures may be encountered a hot
cathode of the form shown in Fig. 29, Type 3, may be
used.

Type 3. The electrode shown as Type 3 is essentially
a discharge heated hot cathode. It represents a half-way
stage between the Type 2 electrode and'the Type 4 des-
cribed in the next section. It is used where the gas or

Cathode Spot.ra) Anode Half-cycle. (b) Cafirode rfalf_cyc1e,'------ -" -'

Fig. 3,0. High-srpeed photographs of the discharge of a hot-ca,thode type elerctlod€ in hrigh
pressure rneTcluy vapour.
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rnetallic vapour pressure is sufficiently high to concen-
trate the discharge on to a very small area of the electrode
in both the anode and cathode half cycles. In essence it
consists of a tungsten helix which miv be tishtlv wound
and which carries in its axis, at a poini ."-orr:"d irom the
end on which the arc terminates, a smali quantity of
eiectron emissive material. The function of this matlrial
is more concerned with the initiation of the discharge than
with the maintenance of the discharge once the lairp has
re-ached_ full operating pressure. This duality of function
of the hot cathode has not been stressed in connection
with Type 2, bu.t the same considerations apply to Type
2 as to Tyne 3_ in that the electrode must 6e sufficientiy
active to allow the initiation of the discharge via an auxiliary
electrode at ordinary supply mains voltige, as well as to
allow the electrode to operate with a very low cathode
fall when the lamp is in full operation.

^In the case_of Type 3 the discharge plays on the tip
of the electrode and raises it to a very high temperature.
The temperature is'of such an order thai only i minute
trace of electron emissive material is necessary to give the
required electron density. The end of the electrode there-
fore works at a much higher temperature in the case of
TVp_" : than is normal for the electrode of Type 2. It
has been found to be very suitable for use in high pressure
mercury vapour lamps with operating vapour pressures
between 3 and 10 atmospheres, while ibove this pressure
and for lamps of still higher current density the electrode
shown in Type 4 has been developed.

Type 4. In the Siemens Lamp Research Laboratories
at Preston Works in 1938, it was discovered that with
certain types of high pressure mercury vapour lamps no
electron emissive material was necessary, and that- both
the initiation of the discharge and its maintenance could
be effected with special tungsten electrodes loaded with
thorium oxide, but free from alkaline earth compounds.
Experimental work eventually led to the evblutiori of the
solid turned electrode of special thoriated tungsten rod
which is now standard in all Sieray high brightnesJ m"r.u.y
vapour lamps from 250 W. up to 15 kW. -Due to a com-
binatio_n of temperature and field emission effects, the
solid thoriated tungsten electrode has a very low caihode
fall and works at extremely high current densities of the
order of several thousand amperes per square centimetre
of active electrode area. When properly processed little
or no evaporation of material occurs during hundreds of
hours of life.

It is interes.ting to note that electrodes for very low
current densities_ m?y b9 of plain metal as in Type 1.
At .s-omervhat-higher loadings emissive material is essential,
while at the highest electrode loadings the most effective
electrode is either of pure tungsten or is made from tung-
sten containing thoria.

Type 5. All the electrodes so far described are designed
for continuous oqeratiol. That is to say they are desi[ned
for use in-lamps in which a-single period of operation may
be several hours or indeed may extend.to hundreds of
hours without switching. They must be capable of
withstanding. the. very ollerors conditions thus' applied.
In contradistinction to this the Typ" S is specificaliy an
electrode for _puls_e operation. Its_ dimensions are very
small when related to the current rvhich it has to transmit
to the discharge. It rvas designed for use in flash dis-
charge lamps of the type in which a charged capacitor is
short circuited by the lamp, and where peak cuirents of
several hundred or even _seve,ral thousands of arnperes
may be encountered. It has been found that the most
suitabie electrode for this purpose consists of a com-
paratively small dime,nsionea . rod of tungsten, urrd thut
preferably there should be no coating oi core of active
material. The development of this type of eiectrode follows
logically from the electrodes iescribed in.previous sections,
but the currents which can be passed wiihout appreciable
electrode splutter are quite phenomenal,

TRANSPARENT GLASS OR QUARTZ
ENVELOPES

The electrodes of all discharge lamps are sealed into
glass or quartz envelopes which may-be of tubular or
spherical form, or some modification of these basic forms.
During the last twenty years of so a great deal of research
has gone into determinations of the optimum properties
for the material of which the envelopes ire made, and into
the produc{,ion of material having the right combination
of properties. 

_ 
The nature of the particular transparent

material must be determined after considerations oi such
factors as the chemical and physical properties of the
discharge, the temperature _necessary to produce the
requisite vapour pressure if the discharge lamp is of the
metallic vapour type, and other considerations such as
the rela_tion of the expansion coefficients of the glass to
those of the most suitable metallic sealing mediuri. Such
considerations have led to the use of quite a number of
different types of glass in addition to quafiz to produce
the various lamp bulbs and tubing within whlch the
discharge takes place. A few typical examples are shown
in Table 7.

Tasr,e 7.

L!*p General Features Material of
Tyle. of Discharge. Transparent Enaelope.

Sodiumvapour Sodium vapour Specialtwo-plyglass
attacks ordinary with sodium re-

Neon
fioodlighting

glass

Low pressure
chemically in-
active.

sistance layer on
inside of tubing.

Lead or lime soda
glass.

Low pressure Chemically in- Lead or lime soda
mercury vapour. active low tem- glass.

perature.
Medium pressure High temperature Specialboro-silicate
mercury vapour mercury vapour. glass.
Type MA.

High pressure High pressure and Quartz tubing.
mercury vapour temperature in
Type MB. discharge.

High pressure High temperature Thick wall quartz
mercury vapour, and pressure. bulbs.
Type ME.

Watercooledhigh Veryhigh pressure Quartz capillary
pressure mer- and internal tem- tubes cobled in
cury vapour, peratures. water.
Type MD.
Partic_ularly in the_ case of the higher pressure mercury

vapour lamps and the sodium lamp the development o?
a suitable glass for the envelope has involved a great deal
of investigation, as_ it-was found that not only were special
properties req-uired of the materiai but its treitment during
fabrication of the lamp affected the results, and it wai
also.necessary to develop methods of hermetically sealing
conductors into these various glasses. For somL glassei
special composite wires of the copper sheathed nickJl iron
type are suitable, while other glasses require molvbdenum
or tungsten _wire specially prepared to enable a high
temperature hermetic seal to be produced. In the case
of quartz an _evolutionary development was necessary to
produce a sealing foil te_chnique which would enabte high
current seals to be made directly through quartz. Tfis
development was- based .on the discovery that very thin
lamine of molybdenum iould be sealed directly in vacuo
into quartz tubes.

Fror.n the foregoing it will be evident that there is a
g-reat deal of.not very obvious research work underlying
the construction of the various ty-pes of electric disch'argi
iamp which are now available. Not only is this so. but"it
is necessary to arrange the dimensions of the gia.. or
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Fig. 31. TIte inner tube and ouLel' jacket c,f ,a sodium lamp showinrg s,Llrface deposits
of metailic sodium.

Fig. 32. A group of Sieray medium pr.essure lamps.
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Class.
Rating, Lamp Wattage
Supply Voltage . .

Average Life (Hours)..
Initial Efficiency L/W.
Average Efficiency L/W,
Final Efficiency LiW.
Jacket .Overall Length, rnm

Jacket, diameter, mm.
Light centre length, mm.

quartz envelope and its shape in relation to the discharge,
so that the correct discharge conditions are produced
without overloading the envelope itself. For example;
the special boro-silicate glass used in the street lighting
type of mercury vapour lamp is suitable for operation
at temperatures which will give a mercury vapour pressure
of the order of 0.5 to 1 atmosphere. If, however, a lamp
is designed for operation at temperatures much above
these then premature darkening of the glass may result
even before the point of ultimate failure, due to softening,
is reached. If a lamp is designed to operate at say 2
atmospheres or more, it is therefore general practice to
use a quartz envelope. The use of special glasses rvith
a still higher silica content however, which have proper-
ties intermediate between the hard boro-silicate types and
quartz types must not be ruled out, and work has pro-
ceeded for a number of years on the development of such
special glasses.

In general, it is desirable for many reasons to use the
softest glass which will give the desired results, as each
increase in hardness or increase in the melting point of
the glass brings about added difficulties in the fabrication
of the lamp. These difficulties are associated not only with
the working conditions necessary for production of the
lamps themselves, but they are also bound up with the
nature of the hermetic seals which serve to lead in current
from the supply mains to the electrodes. With these
points in mind the principal types of. electric discharge
lamps will now be briefly reviewed.

SODIUM VAPOUR LAMPS
Little development has taken place in the last few years

in sodium vapour'lamps. In contradistinction to the
series operated low voltage sodium vapour lamps favoured
in America, in this country manufacture is almost entirely
limited to the parallel operation lamp of the form shown
in Fig. 31. In this lamp, rvhich is operated from a leakage
reactance transformer, the light source consists of a dis-
charge in lorv pressure sodium vapour, the discharge tube
being bent into lJ-form for compactness. It is mounted
inside a Dervar fiask type of outer jacket, and the discharge
tube proper is separate from the outer jacket and can
be removed therefrom for replacement purposes.

The characteristics of the standard range of Sieray
sodium lamps are given in Table 8.

As the sodium lamp emits its dominant radiation from
the sodium doublet at 5890-5896 AU., and this radia-
tion is the resonance radiation from the sodium, any
increase in loading oL temperature causes absorption of
the resonance radiation and a reduction in efficiency
without change in coiour, It is therefore very unlikely
that there rvili be any material improvement in the colour
of the sodium vapour lamp. The indications are that the
sodium iamp is near to the peak of its development,
although in the laboratory under very special conditions
considerably higher efficiencies have been obtained.
However, the laboratory conditions are unlikely to be

Tesr-n 8.

SODIUM LAMPS, TYPE SO.
solH. solH.
45 60

10012s0 1001250

3,000 3,000
60.0 70.0
+9-0 57.0
44.0 51 .0

238+10 300+10
50+2 s0+2

140+10 170+70

solH.
85

10012s0

3,000

76'0
63 :0

56.0
415+10
50+2

230+10

solH.
t40
10012s0

3,000 
,

76.0
64'0
57.0

518 + 10

65+2
280+ 10

r,eproduced in commercial .forms of lamp. Nevertheless,
the. sodium lamp is a highly efficient discharge lamp, its
main disadvantages being the relatively small total output
as the largest lamp at present made is rated at 140 watts,
and the monochromatic nature of the radiation which
limits the use of the lamp to such purposes as street
lighting.

MERCURY LAMPS
As indicated in Table 7, mercury lamps fall inio five

main classes :-
1. Low Pressure Lamps.
2. Medium Pressure Lamps, Type MA.
3. High Pressure Lamps, Type MB.
4. High Brightness Air-cooled Irar,nps, Type ME.
5. High Brightness Water-cooled Lamps, Type MD.

Low Pressure Larnps. Of the first of these main
classes by far the most important lamp to-dav is the mains
voltage fluorescent lamp which formed the iubiect of the
third article in this series. Its developmeni followed
that of the.hig\er power low pressure floodlighting mercury
tubes which found some usage in the vear 1930-1940.
These early hot cathode floodlighting tubls were availabe
in the norma.i blue colour given by thelow pressure mercury
vapour discharge, as well as in a forrn giving a green
iight by fabricating the main body of the tube from an
uranium. yellow_glass._ They have, however, been largely
sgperseded by later developments, but they are of Jon-
siderable historical interest as they embodied features
which played an important part in the development of
various types of electric disiharge lamp introduced at a
later date.

Medium Pressure Larnps, Type MA. Since this
type of.Sieray lamp was introduced in 1934, it has been
the subject of continuous development. This development
has in the main been directed towards improvements in
the ele.ctrodes upon which the lumen maintenance largely
depends. New methods of fabrication have also bleen
evolved and new manufacturing techniques have been
developed. The result of all this rvork has been a bon-
tinuous improvement in the lamp chafacteristics.

The Sieray Dual lamp h-as corrtinued to be a very im-
portant type. It consists of a mercury tube of the MA or
medium pressure class, connected in series with a tungsten
filament which serves both to stabilise the arc and to con-
tribute light in those,regions of the visible spectrum in
which the mercury lamp is most deficient. An auto-
matically_ operated bi-metal switch short circuits a portion
of. the filament equivalent to the increase.in arc voltage
when the lamp has reached the fully run-up conditio"n.
At no stage in the run-up cycle of the lamp islhe filament
overloaded, and when the lamp tube voltage and the arc
tube voltage have- reached their normal full dperating value
the operation of the automatic switch brings ba"ck the
filament to its.designed brightness. A group of Sieray
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Tvpt.

MA/V.
MA/V.
MA/V.
MAT/V

MAT/V:

MAF/V
MA/H.
MA/H.

Iilattage

Tenlr 9.

MEDIUM PRESSURE LAMPS, TYPE MA.
Oaerall Light.centre Initiat Efficieney
Length. Length. Efficiency. oaer life.
mm. mm. L/W. L/W.

Efficiency at
end of liJe.

L/W.
30.0
JJ .T'

37.0
17.0

LiJe
Hours

3,000

3,000

1,500

2,000

250

400
650

300

500

400

400

250

290+8
330+8
430+ 1 5

285+15

3 5'0
42.0
48 .0

21.0

32.0
36.0
39 .0

18 .0

170+8
190+8
275i10

(D 1s0+10)
(F 24s+10)

195+
330+

20)
20)

380 + 20 (D
(F

25'O 21.0

38'0 31.0
41,.0 34.0
33 .0 28.5

F-Filament position.

20.0 2,000

335 + 7.5
330+8 190+8
290+8 170+8

D-Discharge position.

28.0
32.0
26.5

2,500

1,500

1,500

la^mps is shown,in Fig. 32 which includes the 250 watt,
400 watt and 650 \-att MA. types, and the 300 watt and
500 watt MA/T or Dual type. The MA/F tvpe is also
included. Some of the latest features of lamp construction
can be seen in the illustration; the main iharacteristics
are given in Table 9.

The MA/F. type is.a.mercury cadmium zinc lamp
mounted within a specially shaped outer bulb which is
coated internally with an orange fluorescing powder. This
polvder serves to increase the red componeni in the emitted
lig-ht and improves to some extent ihe colour rendeting
effects.

_ The MA/H type operates at a slightly Iower pressure
than the normal lamp and was origiiated in the Preston
Lamp, Research Laboratories. It can be operated hori-
zontally or in ariy position without the use oT an arc cen-
tering device. This facility is obtained at the expense of
a, slight-sacrifice in efficiincy as will be seen by itudying
the performance characteristiis in Table 9.

If it is desired to operate the MAiV type horizontally,
as is necessary for certain applications, a lamp. fitting must
be provided with a magnetic arc centering device. The
Siemens equipment for this was developed ai our Woolwich
Works and is of the series type. It consists of two electro-
lqagnets the windings of which carry the iamp current.
The magnetic field so produced counteracts t6e upward
movement of the arc which results from convection
currents when the lamp is operated horizontally. The
use of the magnetic field centering device not only prevents
overheating of the inner tube of the lamp but jlso allows
the arc to develop its full efficiency. If the arc is allowed
fo bow upwards and to operate in close proximitv to the
upper wall of the inner tube, as it may in the abience of
the magnetic arc controlling device, the lamp may emit
only about 90 per cent. of its full light ouiput due to
additional energy losses being incurred in non-light pro-
ducing processes.

High Pressure Mercury Lamps, Type MB. The
arc-of this type of_lamp is contained within a quartz tube,
and at present only 80 and 725 watt ratings aie available
for general .lighting purposes. Some of these lamps are
illustrated in Fig. 32. When it was found deiirable
to introduce high pressure mercury vapour lamps in
wattages less than 250 fhere was a serious falling off in
efficiency with lamps in *h.ich the mercury .'aporrr fr"..ur"
'lvas limited by the characteristics of the- boro-silicate
glass tube. An increase in the voltage gradient in the
arc brought -about by increasing thJ mercury vapour
pressure was found to give an increase in efficiency. 

-The

necessary operating conditions to take advantage of this
effect, however, could not be obtained wit6 a glass
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Fig. 33. R,elationshiip between lu,minous output and
watta,ge ,for m'ercury ]ra"IIlrps of widely difierent Wpes.

envelope, and it was necessary to develop means for
using quartz bulbs.

The long story of the development of hermetic molybde-
num seals through quartz has been toid elsewhere, It
is mentioned here, however, because a number of develop-
ments in this field have emerged fro_ry t_he Siemens Lamp
Research_Labolatories, and have enabled the various types
of special quartz lamps up to about 15 kW. rating to-be
produced, We are at present concerned with a iubular
quartz lamp in which the arc is comparatively long com-
pared with its diameter, and we shail deal in the next
section with the higher power lamps which require verv
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Firg. 3,4. A groull of Sie'1'ay higla brlghtness mel'cury lamps type ME from 125 W. to 7.5 kW

heavy current hermetic seals through quartz. The type
of lamp to be discussed in the present section requires
a hermetic seal through qualtz capable of carlying only
a fe*' amperes.

An investigation of the relationship bets'een luminous
output and $'attage for practical mercury r.apour arcs of
rvidely different types gave results as shos'n in Fig. 33.
The equation of the relationship is in the form:-

L (W-C) r<.

s'here L:luminous output
W-lamp \vattage

C:constant depending on the lamp type
and K-a luminous efficiency constant.

It will be seen from the three sets of data taken on
widely different types of mercury vapour lamp that each
relationship is parallel to a line through the origin l,ith
a slope of 58 L/W. The intelcept on the v'attage axis
is, therefore, the constant C for any given lamp, and K is
common to the equation for each class of lamp with a
value of 58 L/W. This is a very interesting result s'hich
appears to be true for mercury vapour lamps of rvidely
different characteristics, although radical changes in
design-particularly in the relationship betri'een light
producing processes in the mercury discharge and non-
light producing processes-will probably have the effect of
altering the slope of the line and therefore the constant I{.

It rvill be appreciated that for lamps of the type rn
\\'hich the arc is stabilised, either by the proximity of the
tube s'alls or by the comparatively small distance bets'een
the electrodes as in the case of the ME. type, the limiting
efficiency is 58 L/W and that some reasonable approach
to this efficiency ought to be possible rvith quite lov'
\\'attage lamps. In practice tubular quartz high pressure
mercury vapour lamps, Type MB, have efficiencies of the
order of 40 L/W at 125 u'atts, r.vhile the 80 v'att lamp has
a someu.hat lori'er initial efficiency. Experimentril MB
Type lamps loaded to 250 s'atts can be made rvith initial
eliciencies of the order of 50 L/W, rvhile a lamp designed
for a loading of 500 rl.atts has an efficiency of some 55 L/W.
These latter values, hos.ever, are for lamps made by
laboratory techniques rvhich are not very suitable at the
moment tbr mass production.

The Type MB lamps of 80 and 125 s'att ratings are
available not only in the normal pearl finished outer bulb,
but also in a tubular form g'ith a specially stabilised arc.
Colour modified types are also made in s'hich the primary
radiation from the discharge passes through an outer
bulb thinly coated s'ith pou'ders fluorescing in the orange
and blue regions, thus sen'ing to compensate for some of
the deficiencies in the mercury lamp radiation. The so-
called black glass lamps also employ the Type MB quartz
inner tubes, the outer bulb being made from a glass whose
effective transmission lies in the region 3000 to 4000 AU.
These latter lamps provide a pov'erful source of near ultra-
violet radiation. Some general particulars for the full
range are given in Table 10.
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80

2ool25o

2,500 '

38 .0

28'0
26.0
178+5'5
123+5
110+1's

125
20012s0

2,500
42.O

30.0
28.0

233+7
167 +6
130+ 1 .5

125

2ool25o

1,500

40 .0

32.0
30 .o

18s+s
115+2
' 48+3

80

2001250

2,500

36 .0

31.0
28.0
160+4.s
713+4
80+1

125

20012s0

2,500

. 41'0
34.0
30.0

178+5's
128+s

90+ t

MBF/V. MBF/VMB/DMB/V. MB/V

FrtronrscpNrTunur-en*Peenr-
Class.

Rating, Lamp Wattage
Supply Voltage
Average Life-Hours
Initial Efficiency, L/W.
Average Efficiency, L/W.
Final Efficiency, L/W.
Overall length, mm.. .

Light centre length, mm
Diameter, mm.

High Brightness Lamps, Type ME. In ihis class
of lamp the_arc occurs between relatively massive tung-
sten electrodes which were described under Discharle
Lamp Electr-odes, Type 4. The bulbs are approximateiy
spheri^cal .it] fglfr and, apart from the lower waitage lamp"s
of 250 aird 500 watts rating, they are supplied-without
an outer jacket. However, ;ir"t;"stil;5"t]t"a *itrri'
a suitable 

-housing -appropriate to their particular usage.
A group of typical Iamps is shown in Fis. 34. A point"of
considerable ihterest in connection with the Type ME
lamps is the small arc sizes relative to the power dis-
sipation. Some typical data is given in Table'11.

Teslr 11.

Arc Dimensions. Pouser.

Length. Wldth. hW.
0.4 cm. 0.3 cm. O.2S

0.5 cm. 0.4 cm. 0.50
0.6 cm. 0.5 cm. 1.0
0.8 cm. 0.6 cm. Z.s

' 0.9 cm. 0.7 cm. 5.0
1'2 cm. 0.9 cm. 1Q.0

7.4 crr..' 1.0 cm. 15.0
It. should oerhaps be pointed. out that the arc length

can be varied over_quite,a wide range, but the.data giien
above.represents the order of dimensions normallliem-
ployed. _The smaller lamps are available commercially
and the larger sizes in experimental quantities.

In an earlier publication* the. author discussed in some
detail the de-velopment of these lamps which has occupied
a division of the Company's Lamp Research Laboratories
for many years. More recently-development work has
been directed towards further improvemen-ts in high current
lamps with hermetic seals through quartz, the p"roduction
of a standardised. range of lamps of both plain mercury
and colour modified forms employing cadmium and zin'c
fillings, as well as in many circuit and design aspects. The
favourable spectral distribution produced by cadmium
and zinc admixtures with the mercury together with
certain.colour data for the- higher power Typ""iry1E. lamps
was reported in the publication mentioned- above. It'is
interesting to_ see how colour modified lamps of this type
are now undergoing large scale tests foi Technicol-our
Film production in British Studios. These air-cooled
high brightness lamps are made.in both A.C. and D.C.

Tesr.r 10.

HIGH PRESSURE MERCURY LAMPS, TYPE MB,

' *Specially stabilised arc for ?ro.iection

Br-ecx Gress

MBW/V. MBW/V

80 12s
2OO:25O 2001250

1,500 1,500
Emitting UV.
Radiation between
3000AU - 4000AU

178+5.5 178+5.5
128+s 128+s
90+1 90+1

l
I
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forms; and they are employed for many applic,ations where
formerly the carbon arc was the only suitable source.
Data for a range of Sieray Type ME. Lamps is given in
Table 72.

It will be seen that these lamps are of the low voltage
high current form which sharply distinguishes them froh
the water-cooled high brightness lamps described in the
next section.

High Brightness Water-Cooled Lamps, Type MD.
With lamps of this type no major developments haVe taken
place since the 500 watt and 1,000 watt siz€s w€r€ stzln:
dardised during the early years of the war. The arc
burners of Sieray Type MD/H lamps are of all quartz
construction, and in this respect they differ from lamps
available for other sources.. The electrodes which are
of the mercury immersed type and the special foliated
seal wires are fused directly into the quartz capillari
tube which forms the arc vessel. For the sake of corn:
pletion the principal lamp characteristics are given in
Table 13.

Gas Discharge Larnps. This type of electric dis-
charge lamp, in which a high current density discharge
takes place in a comparatively high presslire of inert gas,
has been the subjgct Of considerable research and develop-
ment in_ the Company's Preston Laboratories for many
years. It is almost axiomatic .in the study of the electrit
discharge through gases and metallic vapours that one
cannot__deduce from published spectral data or energy
level ..diagrams the fu.ll potentialitibs of. any particular
element.as a source of light, although one can assess
certain of the probable charapteristics. Failure to realise this
limitation of exiSting data has in former years undoubtedly
hindered the progress of development. Howevpr;.we arl
gfadually learning how to harness the electric discharge
to produce most valuable. effects from many gases which
at one time appeared most unlikely sources of efncientlv
pr_oduced visible light ; . Argon being a typical example.
The normal spark or arc spectrum of argon is quite un-
favourable, considered as a potential source of light. It
has been found, however, that under suitable conditions
of excitation it can be made to emit white light at an
efficiency of quite an interesting order for many purposes..
The results with krypton are even more favourable, and
xenon filled lamps havd already been made with efficien-
cies of thb order of 50 L/W.

:.r
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IenrB 12.

CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH PRESSURE MERCURY. VAPOUR LAMPS-UNITED KINGDOM

(l) PlarN Mtncunv, Tvpr ME' (ii) Coloun Moornrno, Tvpn MEC.

Class ME/D ME/V MEC/V

Rating, Lamp

. 
Wattage.

Supply Voltage

Normal operat-
ing position.

Average life,
hours

Initial efficiencv
L/W.

Nominal Initial
lumens

Initial Max.

Type.

MD/H.

MD/H.

MD/H,

5000'

r10l2s0
20012s0

7500

1101250
20012s0

D.C.
A.C.

A.C.
A.C.

Brightness,

Lamp operating
volts.

65-80

Approx.
current, amps.

Approx. 75 A.C. and
67 D.C.curfent, amps.

Cap Details Spncrer,

Overall length, c. 375
mm.

Arc lenqth, mm c. 9'0

Diameter, mm. bulb-no

Norr : Pereentage Transmission to Wratton 25 A filter for MEC lamps-AI;proximate 70.
Abbae 1000 watt rating.separate lamps i)re used for A.C. and D.C. operution.

' Certain ty\es are gupptied with both seitls at one end of the tamp-termed " single ended."

Vertical Vertical

c. 200 c. 100

c. 60 c. 50 c.60 c.55

I c.45,0b0 c. 60,000 |

T*sr,p 13.

WATER COOLED MERCURY VAPOUR LAMPS, TYPE MD.
L.ight Open Brightness

Ooerall centre Initiat L,f" CirCuit candle powel
Length. Length. Efficiency. Hours. Voltage. I)er sq. cm.

mm. .mm. L/W.

150 max. 54+t 60.0 200* ', 600 30,000

162 rnax. 60+1 62.5 100* 1200 30,000.

181 max. 60+1 65'0 150* 2400 30,000
*Life for 100 switthings.
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Housing

Special

Water-

Cooled

100

65-80

150

110 A.C. and
100 D.c.

Sprcrer-

c. 450

c. 10'0

100

Watts;

500

1000

2000

I
I

ME/D ME/D MEC/VME/V MEC/V MEiV

2001250
A.C. or D.C.

Vertical
flange down

500

50-55

50,000

40,000

60-75

21

18 A.C. and
16 D.C,

Prefocus
flange.

245+2.s

s.5+0.5

(Approximate

1000

20012s0
A.C. or D.C.

Vertical
base down

3.75+0.35

(C)uter Gla
50+2

45-50

11,250

60-75

4.0-5 . 0

3.7-4.6

3 pin P 401+1

135+3 1s6+3

250

20,000

500

20012s0
A.C. or D.C.

P40141 | E 4014s

ss Jacket)
65+s

45-50

22,500

60-75

240+10

c.5'0

500

500

20,000

10

9

50

55 | c.45.

c. 300 -

c. /'J

maximum for

2500

65-80

50

c. 200

Sprcrer-

Vertical

110/2s0 D.C.
20012s0 A.c.

37 A.C. and
33 D.C.

i.



Two principal methods of excitation have so f'ar yielded
valuable results. The first of these namely, the flash
discharge technique has already been described in some
detail,t and an important range of Sieflash Tubes has
been on the market for some years. Three interesting
types are illustrated in Fig. 35. The S.F.7 tube, rvhich ii
a very short duration argon filled device developed for
projectile photography, the S.F. 8 s'hich is a xenon tube
capable of being loaded to about 60 joules for use in
portable flash equipment, and the S.F. 3 reflector bulb type
in rvhich the standard 100 joule S.F. 3 tube is mounted

fAldington, J.N.-Transactions of the llhmtinating En-
gineering Society (London), vo|. xi., No. 2, February,
1946.

Aldington, J. N.-Endeaaour, vol. vii., No. 25, January,
1948.

Aldington, J. N., and Meadowcroft, A. J. - " The
Flash Tube and its Applications." Read before the
Institution of Electrical Engineers (London) on 15th
April, 1948.

inside an internally mirrored paraboiic reflector buib.
It is unnecessary to recapitulate in this article ali the
features oI these comparatively recent developments in
vierv of the publications referred to above fromivhich full
data can be obtained.

The Gas Arc. In the autumn of 7947 an announcement
rvas rnade of the successful development by the author
of a nes. range of lamps to which the designation " Gas
Arc " has been applied. In these iamps a high current low-
voltage arc takes place in argon, neon, krypton or xenon,
under conditions r.r'hich provide high efficiencies of the
order of 15 L/W to 40 L/W accordins ro the particular
gases employed and the loading. Foi example,' a xenon
Gas Arc operating at 10 kW. may have an efiiciency of
about 35 L/W, and the colour of the light is superior
to_ that of any gas discharge lamp hitherto produced.
The-energy distribution in the spectrum of ihis lamp
closely approaches that of daylight, and many avenues
opened up by this primary development are undergoing
rnvestlgatron.

It is hoped to pubiish rvithin a f'el' months some data
on the Gas Arc, and it may then be possible to make some
assessrrlent of the possibilities of this nes. light source.

I
:

Fig. 35. Thlee int€restin3 types olf Siefla,s,h bulles-gas clis,chalge lamps.
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PART 5

CATHODE GLOW DEVICES, BARRETTERS, SURGE PROTECTORS, ETC.

INTRODUCTION,
In addition to the manufacture of tungsten and moly-

bdenum rod and wire, fluorescent powders and electric
lamps of all types, the Preston Factory produces a number
of devices which while not strictly electric lamps are yet
made by similar techniques. While some of these
devices are of a highly specialised nature and are therefore
unsuitable for inclusion in this general survey, there are
others which form part of the routine of normal pro-
duction. Their main properties and characteristics will
be briefly described under the following headings:-

Cathode Glow Tubes.'" Barretters or Ballast Resistors.
Gasfilled Surge Protectors.
Pirani Gauges.
Starter Switches.

CATHODE GLOW TUBES.
To this category belong a series of low current tubes

which depend oir the phenomenon that if two electrodes
are immersed in a gas at low. pressure the resistance of
the gas between the electrodes remains very high with
increasing potential until at .some voltage, which may be
pre-determined with reasonable accuracy, the discharge
gap between the electrodes becomes conducting and a
comparatively low current passes. The pot'ential at which
this conductive state obtains, .and the current which may
safely be allowed to pass without damage to the device,
are conditioned by:-

(a) The nature, size and shape of the electrodes.
(b) the nature and pressure of the gas.
(c) the physical dimensions of the containing vessel.

By suitable design it is possible to exercise a large
measure of control over both the ignition and the ex-
tinguishing voltages. In the ensuing description of a
number of cathode glow devices mention will be made
particularly of the effect of factors (a) and (b). The
effect of the physical dimensions of the containing vessel
is only of secondary importance as, in general, the elec-
trodes are relatively close together compared with the
minimum dimensions of the containing bulb.

Irnpulse Valves.-Fundamentaily a cathode glow
device consists of a discharge tube in which two or more
low temperature sheet metal electrodes are sealed, the
distance between the electrodes usualiy being less than
the width of the Faraday dark space for the particular
kind of gas and the gas pressure employed. In operation
the cathode is covered with the cathode glow iayer and no

. 'I'i,g. 36
Typical conistructional
features cif one of, the
range oif l,mpulse Valves.

positive column occurs in the {nter-electrode space. An
example of this is the Siemens Impulse Valve in which a
pair of co-axial cylindrical. sheet metal electrodes are
mounted within a tubular glass envelope containing neon
or a neon/argon mixture at relativeiy low pressures. A
diagram illustrating some typical constructional features
of one of these Impulse Valves is shown in Fig. 36.

The electrodes which consist of specially processed
sheet nickel must be mounted rigidly and in accurate
relationship to each other, as the distance between them
affects both the ignition voltage and the conductivity of
the device.

JI



The electrode system mounted in a special three wire
foot is sealed into a tubular glass bulb. This bulb is
subsequently exhausted and both it and the electrode
system are degassed, after which an accurately measured
quantity of a neon/argon mixture is allowed to enter through
the exhaust tube which is then sealed off. Finally, after
capping, the impulse valve is aged for several days to
stabilise its characteristics.

The pressure of gas in the envelope of the finished
device is such that, in general, the maximum possible
difference between the ignition and extinguishing voltage
is obtained. This desirable characteristic is produced
by using a fiiling pressure greater than that 

-necessary

to give the minimum ignition voltage according to Paschen's
Law. Another important feature of the design relates to
the area of the cathode surface which is generally such
that a normal glow is produced. In other words, the
cathode area is always slightly greater than the area
covered by the cathode glow. This is an important dis-
tinction from the design feature of the neon indicator type
of tube in which the cathode area is always slightly less
than the possible area of cathode glow.

Originally the Siemens Impulse Valve was designed
as a gas-tube relay for a relaxation circuit oscillator in
which a capacitor was slowly charged through a high
resistance and then discharged rapidly through a relay
connected in series with the Impulse Valve. With this
well known arrangement the time constants of the 6ircuit
depend upon the charging rate of the capacitor and the
striking and extinguishing voltages of the Impulse Valve.
In order to obtain a circuit which would act as an accurate
time base over Iong periods, it was essential for this valve
to have repeatable .characteristics which would remain
unchanged over many hundreds of hours of use. These.
tubes are still used in various types of traffic control
systems. Their use has, however, been extended to a
wide variety of tasks including that of voltage stabilisation,
and special types have been developed for use in such
applications as blind landing equipment for aircraft, relay
equipment on automatic machine tools and in X-ray
Dosemeters.

It is important to realise in connection with any cathode
glow device that the designed current must not be exceeded
as otherwise the stability of the device may be destroyed.
A high resistance in the circuit of the Impulse Valve is
therefore necessary in all cases.and this may be provided
as a separate item of equipment, or it may in certain
instances be the resistance of some component already

in the circuit. Table 14 gives the principle particuiars of
the present range of Impulse Valves together with some
notes on specialised features.

, Tner,r 14.

ConductiaitY

Type.
through

4,000 ohms
sertes

res6tance,
1. Red top 253-259 25 mA.

1e. Red top 260-277 25 mA.

2. Creen top 740-154 8 mA.

3. Blue top 166-196 8 mA.

4. Yellow top 340-374 25 mA.

5, Voltage Stabilising
stabiliser voltage

200 120-150 at
50 mA.

L.7 Voltage Stabilising
stabiliser voltage

110 65-90
L.7 Centre con- Complies
Lorentz tact of cap with

positive. A.M. Spec.
10816.

L 7t 70-100 5 mA.

Y. 5 155-165 12 mA.
166_200

Dia-
Length tneter Cah

Ignition
Voltage
D,C. mm.

110

110

110

110

110

110

mm.

27

27

27

27

27

)J

E.S.
E 27125
E.S.
E 27lzs
E,S.
E 27125
E.S.
E 27125
E.S.
E 27l2s
E.S.
E 27125

i. 48 1s+1 S.C.C.
B lSsl17

48 15+1 S.C.C.
B 15s/17

48

110

ls+1 S.C.C.
B 15s/17

27 E.S.
E 27l2s

e5 ! lm.
hnI

0
t6

The types of valve detailed in Table 14 have been
standardised for some considerable time. It will be
appreciated, however, that it is feasible to design stable
cold cathode discharge tubes having characteristics covering
an even wider range than that shown in the Table. The
Lamp Research Laboratories at Preston are prepared to
consider the development of special devices of this nature
if none of the standard tubes are suitable and there is the
possibility of a demand arising. In this connection it
should be noted that devices have been made experimentally
which will strike reliably at 70 volts D.C. These devices
have activated electrodes designed to operate at low

A

E
C

+l6
A

€
E

I
o

a

r.13

Fig. 3'7. Main d':'menslons and crnEtruction of Sie'mens Cathode Glo,w Indicators.
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Voltage Range. Wattage.

110-260

110-260

200-220
230-240
250-260
550-650

Taet-a 15.

Series Resistance.

External, current not
exceeding 5 mA.

InternaiI10

I 11 Neon Lighting
Lamp.

I 12 Trolley Bus
Indicator.

r 13

r14

r 15

Tvpe Length.
mm.

48
48
52
52
52
54

115 +s

Diameter ca!

I9
mm.

15+t
15+1
1s+1
15+t
15+1
1s+t
60+2

15si1
lsdl1
1+121

S.C,C. B
S.B.C. B
S.E.S. E
s.c.c. B
S.B,C, B
S.E.S. E
B.C. B

15s12
1sdl2
14123 x 15

5'0 Internal

76+3 zs+t

22131 x30

(2 caps) S 19si20

S.B.C. B 15d/25x18
S.E.S. E 14127 x18

B.C.822121
E.S. E27lzs

Uncapped.

1'5

0.5

Internal

Internal 54++
56+4

&r&

200-220
230-240
250-260
200-220
230-240
2s0-260
110-440

0.5 Internal 56 +:
58+4

30-35

18+t
18+1

25+1
25l,1

External, current not
exceeding 1 mA.

6-7

temperatures. They have a relatively low conductivity
ovei the working range, due to the small interval between
the ignition and running voltages.

The extinguishing voltage of activated electrode tubes
is generally of the same order as the running voltage, that
is, about 60-65 volts. In the case of higher voltage tubes,
in which unactivated cold cathodes are used, the running
and extinguishing voltages will normally lie between 100
and 150 volts, but this value can be increased by varying
the nature and pressure of the gas.

Cathode Glow Indicators.-These indicator lamps
work on the same general principle as the Impulse Valve
in the sense that a pair of co-operating electrodes are
mounted within a glass bulb containing a conducting gas
at low pressure. In the Impulse Valve it is the electrical
characteristic of the device which is the important feature,
whereas, if the cathode glow indicator lamp ignites on
the desired mains voltage and passes the correct current
the electrical characteristics may be ignored, as it is the
visible glow surrounding the cathode of the device which
is the most important characteristic. The efficiency of
the glow lamp as a source of iight is very low being only of

the order of 0.5 lumens per watt. They find important
usages as pilot lamps, night lights and signals.

The present range of, Siemens Neon Indicator lamps
includes five types the characteristics of which are given
in Table 15.

It will be noted that with certain types the necessary
series resistance to limit the current to the designed valuL
is contained within the cap of the lamp. In other types
an external resistance of appropriate value must be fitted.
The main dimensions and construction of this range of
devices is given in Fig. 37. When correctly used these
cathode glow indicators will give a life of upwards of one
thousand hours which may extend to many thousands of
hours in certain cases,

In addition to the standard types_already mentioned,
a number of highly specialised cathode glow devicei
have been manufactured from time to time. For example,
these include tubes which give their dominant radiaiion
in the near ultra-violet region, as well as tubes in rvhich
a coating of fluorescent powder on the inside of the
containing bulb is used to modify the colour of the cathode
glow radiation emanating from the gas immediately

Fig. 3r8. Neonic Signs.
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surrounding the electrodes. By utilising the cathode glow
technique and special electrode arrangements it is pos-
sible to produce low current glow tube iectifiers and
three electrode grid controlled trigger tubes. However,
these deviies hardly fall within the scope of the present
article which is intended to deal primarily with the more
routine devices.

Neonic Signs.-This Sign is a special form of
cathbde glow device which is available in both A.C. and
D.C. types. The electrodes of the device consist of sheet
metal block letters and a single tube may utilise up to
ten letters. These letters are welded to a pair of buibars
running parallel to each other and along the length of
the containing tube, and in the A.C. lamp alternate letters
are connected to alternate busbars. In the D.C. form all
the letters are weided to one busbar and the offset bar is
Ieft bare to act as anode. A typical example is shown in
Fie. 38.

The tube is constructed as a double-ended device, and
a gasfilling of neon is employed at such a pressure that
no positive column occurs in the tube and a sharply
defined cathode giow covers the whole surface of the
sheet metal letter electrodes. The necessary. series
resistances are incorporated in the caps of the tube whch
can therefore be connected directly to ordinary suppiy
mains giving a long lasting and visible indication or
message. In order to prevent unwanted glow from
appearing on the busbars, the space between each. letter
is insulated by a loosely fitting glass tube and the electrodes
which connect and support the busbars are provided with
an insulating coating. Neonic Signs are only supplied
with the characteristic neon cathode glow, although in
the early days of development they were produced ex-
perimentally with glows of varying hues from blue to red.

BARRETTER,S OR BALLAST RE^Y,STOft,S.
The iron/hydrogen barretter is a device which has

been known since the beginning of the century. One
of the earliest uses for this type of resistance was in con-
nection with the Nernst Glower. It will be recalled that
the oxides which comprise the Nernst Glower have a
negative resistance characteristic and early forms of
barretter were incorporated ingeniously into the housings
of the Nernst lamp. Quite complicated contrivances
were used to dissipate the heat from the walls of the
glass bulb of the device. The iron/hydrogen barretter
consists essentially of a strand or series of strands of thin
iron wire mounted within a glass bulb fiiled with pure dry
hydrogen, When a potential difference is established
across the terminals of the barretter a current flows in
the circuit, and if the voltage across the tube and the
current in the circuit are measuted it is found that the
characteristic has the form shown in Fig. 39. At the
region AB the current increases with increasing voltage in
normal manner. At point B, however, the characteristic
inflects fairly sharply and the resistance of the iron wire
increases at approximately the same rate as the increase
in voltage, leading to a constant current in the circuit.
This stabiiising effect, continues until point C is reached
after which the device once more behaves as a normal
resistance and the current rises again with increased
voltage.

Experience has shown that, in general, the stabilising
range BC can be made approximately twice the value of
voltage at which stabilisation begins. For example, if
stabilisation begins at 50 volts the stabilising range will
extend from 50 to 150 volts. In the design of iron/
hydrogen barretters it is necessary to pay very careful
attention to the chemical purity and surface conditions
of the filament wire and to its uniformity of diameter.
Siemens F range of iron/hydrogen barretters are generally
designed to cover a range in current from about f ampere
up to.1f amperes, although heavier current devices can
be produced to meet the special requirements of cus-
tomers. The principal characteristics of the Siemens F
range is given in Table 16.

ca?'

E.S.
E 27125

E.S.E 27 |
35x30

E.S.
E 27l2s

4 Tag
Bakelite

25+1

2s+t

2s+t

2s+r

S.E,S.
E 74127 x 18
S.E.S.

E 14127 
^18E.S.

E 2712s
E.S.

E 27lzs
In addition to this F range, the Company developed

in the year 1931 a tungsten/hydrogen barretter par-
ticularly suitable for low currents and for very strenuous
conditions of operation, The original requirement was
for a ballast resistance which would operate at 100 mil-
Iiamperes' and be capable of carrying the impulses from
an automatic telephone dial. The suggested ballast range
was 15-40 volts, and. experiments with very fine iron
wires indicated that it was improbable that a long life
iron/hydrogen barretter could be made to withstand the
required operational conditions. Eventually the Siemens
tungsten/hydrogen barretter was developed, the ballast
action depending on the variable density principle which
was the subject of British Patent No. 378,877.

The following extract from that patent describes the
main features of the invention which underlies the whole
of the present-day T range of Siemens Ballast Resistors,
some of which have been-manufactured in Iarge quantities
since 1932.

" A known resistance of this character is one in
which an iron wire is enclosed in an atmosphere
of hydrogen."

" The present invention has in view a stabilising or
ballast resistance having an improved current voltage
characteristic.

The current. voltage characteristic of a ballast resis-
tance depends inter alia, on the pressure of the gas in the
envelope in which the heated filament is sealed. In
general, for a given filament and gas the characteristics
for different gas pressures spring from a common origin
and over a range of voltage they iie more or less parallel
to one another the higher currents being obtained with
the higher gas pressures, and the length of that part of the
characteristic which is parallel or nearly parallel to the
voltage axis being different for different gas pressures.

Tlpe.

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

Volts.

4-1,0

17-45

7 .s-12.5

5-1 5

3.5-7 .5

6-12

2.5-7.5

9.8-16

Tasru 16.

Amp.s. Length.
mm,

0'43 88+3.5

0.43 88+3.5

0.50 88:13.5

0'80 93+t

1 '35 76 rnax.

0'83 76 rnax.

1.6 80+3'5

1'35 85+3.5

6 6
voLT.t

Diatneter
mm.
46+t

46+l

46+t

32+1

to

o

o.5

o25

q

.\i

o /o t2
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.Fi,g. 39. Charla.cte]'irstic cu1'ves of a Barretter
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passage, between the edge of the mica disc and the rnside
of the bulb. The clearance of the disc is preferably less
than 1 millimetre."

The principal characteristics of the T range of Ballast
Resistors are given in Table 17.

Type.

T1

T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11

T12
T13
Tt4
T15
T16
T17

Volts.

15-40

15-40
17-45
l7-45
4-10

3 5-50
25-40
1-2
5-10

10-30
50-150

3-9
5.5-12

2-6
5'5-11.8

2-6

85+3'5
80+3'0
80+3.0
80+3.0

120+3.0
120 +3.0

9s +4.0
150 max.
80+3
9s+4

95+4
8s+3.s
95 +4'o
80+3'o
80+3.0
80 max.

caD.

Tag
Bakelite

4 Tag
Bakelite

do.
E.S. E 27l2s

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

E.S.
E 27 135x30
E.S. E 2712s

do.
do.
do.
do.

Tenr-n 17.

Amps. Length. Diameter.
mm. mm,

0.10 85+3'5 25+1 4

Fjrg. 40, Diargram co'mpalring the ,1'931 Baltast
Resistance with the present d,ay BarreLter.

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0

140
10

140
250
330
430
90
0
065
060

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

s8+t
25+1
40+1
2s+1
32+t

0
0
0
0

t-.'

In the case of a tungsten filament in dry hydrogen a

considerable length of the characteristic is substantially
parallel to the v"oltage axis and for pressures between 1

ind 30 millimetres of -"tcutv the curve shows a point
of inflection. There is, however, a limit in all cases when
increase of gas pressure no longer produces appreciable
ballast action.

When a metal filament having a positive temperature
resistance co-efficient is heated in an atmosphere of
hydrogen or inert gas the pressure of the gas in the envelope
increaies in proportion to the average absolute tem-
perature of thi gis but the average density of the gas in
the envelope remains constant.

Bearing the above in mind it will be realised that for
a particular initial current and over a given range of voltage
it may not be possible to secure a constancy of the current
through the device. If, however, we can reduce the
density of the gas in the neighbourhood of the filament
as the voltage, and accordingly the temperature of the
fiiament incieases rve get the effect of shifting the
characteristic from a curve for one gas pressure to a cufve
for a lower gas pressure and so reducing the current
through the device to a value correspondingly lower than
that which would florv if the original average density in
the envelope had remained and thereby obtaining a more
constant current than rvould otherwise flow.

In the present invention the current limiting device
consists of a filament of iron, nickel, tungsten or other
material having a positive temperature-resistance co-
efficient enclosed in an envelope containing hydrogen or
inert gas, and is so constructed that as the temperature of
the filament increases there is a progressive reduction of
the average density of the gas in that part of the envelope
adjacent io the filament. This is attained by having the
gai in one portion of the envelope at a lower.temperature
ihan the ga1 in that part of the envelope adjacent to the
filament by prcventing ready circulation of the gas without
unduly retarding eq"ualisaiion of pressure within the
envelope.

In carrying out the invention the envelope is divided
into two paris, otte part containing, thq filarnent and
connected by a restricted passage with the other part.

In a particuiar form of construction we may.mount a

tungsten filament in a glass bulb having an auxiliary bulb
joined to it by means of a short piece.of glass tubing so
that the two bulbs are in communication through a

relatively restricted connection. The auxiliary bylb m-ay
conveniently be somewhat larger- in capacity than the
bulb containing the filament. The composite envelgpq
consisting of tfie two bulbs is then exhausted and filled
to a pressure of 20 mms. of hydrogen.

In another and preferred form of constnlction the
envelope may consisi of a single bulb divide.d into two
portions by a disc of mica, theie being a smaller annular
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T 18 23-27 2'0 135 max. 58+t E.S.
E 27 135x30

T 19 174-164 0'30 720 lr'ax. 39+1 Int. Octal
Base.

T 20 440 50 watt 135 max. 65+t E.S.E 27125

The diagram Fig. 40 shows the experimental Ballast
Resistance of 1931 with its auxiliary bulb compared
with the T.1 type which is standardised by the British
Post Office as a current stabiliser for automatic telephone
c ircuits

In general it may be said that where there is the pos-
sibility of a demand arising for quantities of Barretters
or Ballast Resistors whose characteristics do not coincide
with any of those shown in Tables 16 and 17 the Lamp
Research Laboratories at Preston are prepared to consider
the development of a special device.

GASFILLED PROTECTORS.
The protection of teiecommunication equipment

against high voltage was the subject of Engineering Supple-
nrcnt No. 196, September, 7947. Brief details of the
improved type of gasfilled protector in use at that time were
given in that Supplement together with some oscillo-
graphic records of discharge tests. The Siemens Gasfilled
Protector has been the subject of continual development
in the Preston Laboratories in conjunction wjth the
Woolwich Works both before and since that date, and the
present range of protectors differ fundamentally in con-
struction from the improved type described in the article
mentioned.

In 1943 experimental work reached fruition on a new
design of protector which could be manufactured on
semi-automatic machinery instead of the earlier designs
which required a considerable amount of skiiled hand
work. At the same time it was found possible to give
improved characteristics, The electrodes of the present
protector and the general design features are shown in
Fig. 41. The electrodes themselves consist of mild steel
domes incorporating an aluminium riyet through the
centre, The rivet presents a disc surface, approximately
4 millimetres in diameter bn the convex side of the dome,
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and when the protector reaches the arc condition alu-
minium vapour fills the arc space assisting in the production
of a high conductivity device. The electrodes themselves
are processed to give comparative freedom from photo-
electric effects, and the characteristics of the standard
range are given in Table 18.

Tesr-B 18.

Grade. Breahdown aoltage Gasfilling.
range.
D.C.

A 150-250 Neon
B 250-350 Neon
C 350-450 Neon i Argon

mtxture
In the view of the information given in Engineering

Supplement No. 196, it is not considered necessary to
discuss the properties of these protectors except to state
in general terms that work on devices of this nature form
a regular part of the programme carried out by the Lamp
Research Laboratories at Preston. Problems at present
under investigation include the search for devices iapable
of still higher loadings as well as of devices with improved
characteristics.

PIRANI GAUGES.
The Pirani Gauge is a glass-enclosed resistance used

to measure or record very low pressures of gas or air such
as those met with in the electric lamp and valve industry.
It depends on the principle that the thermal losses from
a thin wire suitably mounted in an exhausted envelope
are directly related to the pressure.of residual glass within
the envelope, particularly within the region of pressures
from 100 microns to about 1 micron.

The Siemens Pirani Gauge is supplied either with or
without an additional exhaust tube as shown in Fig. 42.
It will be noted that in all essential constructional features
the gauge itself is similar to the cage vacuum lamp. The
resistance element consists of a specially stabilised tungsten
filament, the cold resistance of which is approximately
100 ohms. In use the Pirani Gauge is conneited in the
bridge circuit shown in Fig. 43. The voltage necessary
to give an increase in the resistance of the Pirani Gauge
of 33] per cent. above the cold resistance is prirportional
to the residual pressure within the gauge and foliows a
characteristic of the form shown in Fig. 44.

These gauges may be used in an automatic recording
bridge circuit, or they may be sealed off from the exhaust
system and used a number of times by re-stemming the
exhaust pip. They have proved valuable in many

t

Fig 4t1. Siernens Gasrfirlledr Plote,ctor

investigations where it is necessary to measure small
changes in the pressure of an exhaust system.

STARTER SWITCHES,
In Part 3 dealing with Fluorescent Lamps brief

mention was made of the two types of starter switch
which are manufactured in the Preston Fiuorescent Lamp
Factory. While the primary function of the two switches
is the same, that is, to prepare the electrodes of the fluor-
escent lamp for ignition and then to cause the production
of a high voltage surge across the lamp terminals, their
design and construction are entirely different.

Glow Switch.-This switch is as its name implies
a cathode glow device in which one electrode is made
from a strip of bi-metal. The other electrode consists of a
short piece of wire carrying a contact, the second contact
being mounted on the bi-metal strip leading to the design
shown in Fig.45. This electrode system, suitably
treated and prepared, is sealed into a small glass tubular
envelope which after exhaustion and degassing receives a
filling of a neon/argon mixture. Both the ignition and
extinguishing voltages of glow switches must be carefully
controlled and related to the mains voltage on which the
lamp has to operate also to the normal running voltage of
the lamp. These requirements will be appreciated by a
short description of the action of the Siemens Glow Switch.

The switch is connected in the circuit shown in Fig.
21, page 22, and as the contacts of the switch aie
normally open when the main circuit switch is closed,
the full mains potential appears across the glow switch
contacts. As the ignition voltage of the glow switch
is of the order of 170 volts a glow discharge surrounds
the bi-metal electrode. As a current of several hundred
milliamperes is passing a considerabie amount of heat
is generated in the discharge and the bi-metal deflects
within about two seconds bringing the two contacts
of the switch together. Current then flows through
the electrodes of the lamp causing them to be pre-
heated, resulting in heavy ionisation at each electrode.
Within a second or two the starter switch having cooled
sufficiently re-opens and an inductive surge is produced
of a value sufficient to ignite the lamp. The voltage
across the starter switch terminals is now the lamp
running voltage, which is insufficient to re-ignite the cathode
glow of the switch. The glow starter therefore. takes no
further part in the action of the circuit unless for any
reason the lamp extinguishes, in which case the starter
automatically comes into action working through the
above cycle of events once more.

GIow starters are now produced suitable for both 40
and 80 watt Fluorescent Lamps and for the recently
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Fig, 42. Si€,rnens Filani Gq,uge
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introduced fluorescent lamps of still lower wattage. The
general principle of each of these starters is, horvever,
similar to that described above although the various
switches differ in some details.

THERMAL STARTERS.
The general construction of the Siemens Thermal

Stalter is also shown in Fig. 45. In this switch the contacts,
both of which are carried on bi-metal strips, are normally
closed. The so called moving bi-metal is bent into ioop
formation and a small resistance heater coil is located
within the lJ-section of the moving bi-metal but spaced
therefrom. The so called fixed contact of the ss.itch is
carried on a piece of bi-metal, the characteristics of which
are adjusted to compensate the switch contact pressure
for ambient temperature changes. The connections of
the switch are also shown in Fig.2l, the heater coil being
in series with the choke and the lamp. The action of

the s\4'itch is described in Part 3. The main diflerence
from the action of the glow sn'itch is that current florvs
immediately through the lamp electrodes for two or three
seconds during which pre-ionisation occurs, after rvhich
the switch opens and remains open continuously due
to the switch heater coii carrying the lamp current.
This type of switch is provided in three forms, either
unmounted for special applications, or mourlted in the
standard four contact canister or in the plug-in unit
both of which are illustrated in Part 3. As one starter
switch is required for each new lamp installation it
will be appreciated that the manufacture of starter
switches is organised on a considerable scale in the
new Fluorescent Lamp Factory ar. Preston. New
types are constantly under examination in the Lamp
Research Laboratories, and it is interesting to note how-

techniques developed in connection with other devices
have been applied to these giass-enclosed relay switches.

Fig. 45. Siemens Ther',ma] Switch and Glow Switcll
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